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 IDENTIFICATION DE LA SOURCE DU BRUIT ET MODÉLISATION 
DYNAMIQUE D’UNE CLOUEUSE PNEUMATIQUE  
 
Zahra NILI AHMADABADI  
 
RÉSUMÉ 
 
L'exposition à des niveaux sonores dangereux émis par les cloueuses pneumatiques contribue 
de manière significative à un risque de dommages auditifs parmi les travailleurs de la 
construction à travers le monde. Ce problème de santé vient de l'absence de technologies 
appropriées, telles que des outils à faible bruit, qui est le résultat d'un manque de 
connaissances scientifiques sur la conception d'outils plus silencieux. Cette étude contribue à 
l'amélioration de la conception des cloueuses pneumatiques en identifiant les sources de bruit 
et le développement de l'outil de simulation requis pour apporter les modifications de 
conception de la cloueuse pneumatique. 
Pour l'identification des sources de bruit, l'étude utilise une combinaison de deux approches 
expérimentales complémentaires. La première utilise l'analyse simultanée des données de 
plusieurs variables au cours du fonctionnement de la machine. Cette stratégie permet 
d'identifier les processus physiques et fournit une séparation fine des mécanismes de 
génération de bruit dans des séquences temporelles successives. Cependant, comme plusieurs 
sources de bruit rayonnent en même temps, cette approche ne suffit pas pour l'identification 
de la source de bruit et le classement. Elle est complétée par une procédure d'encoffrement 
sélectif et silencieux. Cette technique fournit le bruit généré global associé à chaque 
processus, ainsi que le classement des trois sources principales: (1) le bruit d'échappement, 
(2) les vibrations du corps de la machine, et (3) les vibrations de la pièce travaillée. Une 
étude spéciale a été menée sur cette troisième dans deux cas: un banc d’essai avec la table de 
travail représentant de l'utilisation réelle sur le terrain d'une cloueuse pneumatique et un banc 
d’essai avec un lit de sable utilisé dans un test standardisé. L'étude évalue l'efficacité du banc 
d’essai avec un lit de sable pour réduire le rayonnement de la pièce travaillée et obtenir une 
contribution typique de la pièce travaillée dans un lieu de travail réel. 
Pour fournir un outil de simulation, un modèle dynamique de la cloueuse pneumatique doit 
être développé. La modélisation dynamique de la cloueuse nécessite la modélisation 
mathématique des processus physiques impliqués dans son fonctionnement. Tous ces 
processus peuvent être décrits par des relations mathématiques qui existent déjà, à l'exception 
de la force de résistance à la pénétration (symbole PRF pour « Penetration Resistance 
Force ») imposée sur les clous lors de leur pénétration dans le bois. 
La PRF dépend de divers facteurs. Cette étude suit deux approches en parallèle pour élaborer 
une loi de prédiction empirique pour la PRF: « quasi-statique » et « haute vitesse ». 
L'approche « quasi-statique » fournit une détermination rapide et précise de la loi de 
pénétration à des vitesses quasi-statiques. La loi de pénétration couvre toute la gamme des 
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profondeurs d’enfoncement, différentes géométries et taille des clous aussi que les types de 
bois. 
L'approche « haute vitesse » vise à fournir une loi qui couvre une gamme beaucoup plus 
large de vitesses de pénétration. L'approche est compliquée car elle nécessite une machine de 
test sophistiquée pour effectuer des tests de pénétration des clous à des vitesses élevées de 
pénétration. Dans cette étude une machine de test de pointe est conçue et fabriquée, elle 
servira à étendre plus tard la gamme de prédiction de la loi de pénétration. 
La dernière partie de cette étude développe le modèle dynamique d’une cloueuse 
pneumatique, tout en intégrant la loi de pénétration quasi-statique. Le modèle prend en 
compte le comportement dynamique de l’air dans tous les espaces intérieurs et la dynamique 
des pièces en mouvement avec leur interactions et les impacts / contacts entre les différentes 
parties. L'étude expérimentale intègre une validation globale du modèle. L’amélioration de la 
précision du modèle dynamique sera possible en utilisant la version « haute vitesse » de la loi 
de pénétration. 
 
 
Mots-clés: cloueuse pneumatique, santé et la sécurité au travail, identification des sources de 
bruit, modèle dynamique, force de résistance à la pénétration, clous, bois. 
 
 NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION AND DYNAMIC MODELING OF A 
PNEUMATIC NAILING DEVICE  
 
Zahra NILI AHMADABADI  
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Exposure to hazardous noise levels emitted by pneumatic nailing devices contributes 
significantly to risk of hearing damage among the construction workers throughout the 
world. This health problem comes from the lack of appropriate technology such as low noise 
devices which in turn results from the lack of scientific knowledge about designing reduced 
noise devices. This study contributes to the design improvement of pneumatic nailing devices 
through identifying the noise sources and developing the simulation tool required to redesign 
the pneumatic nailing device.  
To identify the noise sources, the study uses a combination of two complementary 
experimental approaches. The first makes use of time-synchronized data analysis of several 
variables during the machine operation. This strategy allows identifying the physical 
processes and provides a detailed separation of the noise generation mechanisms in 
successive time sequences. However, since multiple noise sources radiate at the same time, 
this observation approach is not sufficient for noise source identification and ranking. Thus, 
it is completed by a selective wrapping and muffler procedure. This technique provides 
overall generated noise associated with each process, as well as ranking of the three major 
sources: (1) exhaust noise, (2) machine body vibrations, and (3) workpiece vibrations. A 
special investigation is conducted on this third one with two cases: a workpiece/worktable 
setup representative of the actual field usage of a nailing device and a workpiece/sandbox 
setup used in a standardized laboratory test. The study evaluates the efficiency of the 
workpiece/sandbox setup in reducing the workpiece radiation and obtains a typical 
workpiece contribution on an actual worksite.  
To provide a simulation tool, a dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing device needs to be 
developed. Dynamic modeling of the nailing device requires mathematical modeling of the 
physical processes involved in its operation. All of these processes can be described through 
already existing mathematical relations, except for the penetration resistance force (PRF) 
imposed on the nails when penetrating the wood. 
The PRF depends on various factors. This study follows two approaches in parallel to 
develop an empirical prediction law for the PRF: quasi-static and high-speed. 
The quasi-static approach provides a rapid and precise representation of the law at quasi-
static penetration velocities. The law covers the entire displacement range, various nail 
geometries and sizes, and wood types.  
The high-speed approach aims to provide a law which covers a much wider range of 
penetration velocities. The approach is complicated since it requires a sophisticated test 
X 
 
machine to conduct the nail driving tests at high penetration velocities. The study designs and 
fabricates an advanced test machine to later extend the prediction range of the PRF law.  
The last part of this study develops the dynamic model of a nail gun while integrating the 
quasi-static PRF law. The model includes dynamics of all the air chambers and the moving 
parts, and interactions and impacts/contacts between different parts. The study integrates a 
comprehensive experimental validation of the model. Future improvements in the dynamic 
model precision will be possible by using the extended version of the PRF law.  
 
 
Keywords: pneumatic nailing device, occupational health and safety, noise source 
identification, dynamic model, penetration resistance force, nail, wood. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the 50s, nailing devices have been used to fasten separate pieces of material 
together by nails. Nailing devices have a wide range of applications in the construction 
industry even though they generate noise at levels high enough to put workers at risk of 
hearing loss.  
The present study belongs to a broader investigation aiming to reduce noise emissions 
in pneumatic nailing devices. The contributions of this research work are presented in three 
published (or submitted) articles integrated into this article-based thesis.  
This introduction first presents a description of the nailing device operation followed 
by the research problem, the general research objectives, the literature review, the specific 
research objectives, and finally the document structure and research methodology. 
0.1 Nailing device operation 
Figure 0.1 shows a schematic representation of a pneumatic nailing device operation. 
When the trigger valve (10) is in the released position, the compressed air covers the area 
above the head valve (3). The resultant of the air pressure on both sides of the head valve and 
the compression spring downward force keeps the head valve pressed against the cylinder 
top. Pulling the trigger stops the air flow to the head valve upper area. As a result, the head 
valve goes up and impacts the nailing device internal cap surface which closes the air 
exhaust. The compressed air flows to the internal chamber (4) above the piston head, pushes 
the piston (6) downward. The nail penetration into the workpiece (11) causes the workpiece 
fracture and deformation. The resulting workpiece vibration continues even after the 
penetration end. Impacts also take place between the piston and piston bumper (7) after the 
penetration end (Figure 0.1 (c)). The associated piston oscillations result in vibrations of the 
nailing device body. Releasing the trigger valve allows a back motion of the head valve 
which stops the compressed air discharge to the piston head and opens the air exhaust. The 
pressurized air inside the return chamber (9) then drives the piston upward, pushing at the 
same time the air above the piston to the atmosphere through the air exhaust holes (2). At the 
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end of its returning stroke, the piston head impacts the piston stop (8) followed by the piston 
oscillations.  
 
 
Figure 0.1 Schematic representation of a pneumatic nailing device: (a) at rest, 
(b) during the driving stroke, (c) end of the driving stroke, (d) the air exhaust 
 
0.2 Research problem 
The general problem of this research is the high level of noise generated by pneumatic 
nailing devices. This leads to health problems among workers using these devices, as the 
noise above a certain level induces hearing loss. This issue is referred to as “Occupational 
Health and Safety (OHS) problem” which is addressed in section 0.2.1. This health problem 
comes from the lack of appropriate technology such as reduced noise devices; this is the 
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second issue called “Technological problem” discussed in section 0.2.2. This technological 
problem in turn results from a lack of scientific knowledge about noise reduction of these 
devices; this is the “Scientific problem” addressed in section 0.2.3. 
0.2.1 Occupational health and safety(OHS) problem 
Long term exposure (i.e. eight hours/day) to sound levels over 85 dBA causes 
permanent hearing loss. From 1997 to 2013, more than 50,000 new cases of occupational 
hearing loss have been reported in Quebec (INSPQ, 2015). The number of workers with 
hearing loss increased from 1,540 in 1997 to 5,609 in 2013 (INSPQ, 2015). In 2014, 
occupational deafness constituted 65.8% of all occupational disease cases making 
occupational deafness the most frequent occupational injury in Quebec (CSST, 2015). The 
problem is not limited to Quebec. In the US, approximately 22 million workers are at risk of 
hearing loss (NIOSH, 2014). The estimated cost of US workers’ compensation for hearing 
disability is $242 million per year (NIOSH, 2014). In Australia, between July 2002 and June 
2007, about 16,500 cases of occupational deafness were reported (Timmins  and Granger, 
2010).  
Throughout the world, many construction workers use pneumatic nailing devices every 
day. Exposure to hazardous noise levels emitted by these devices contributes significantly to 
risk of hearing damage among these workers (Shanks, 2008). 
0.2.2 Technological problem 
To prevent the noise-induced hearing loss, the generated noise by pneumatic nailing 
devices should be reduced at the worker’s ear. This noise reduction can be realized through 
the two following solutions: 
(1) Using ear protectors 
As a short-term solution, ear protectors are generally effective at preventing the hearing 
damages (Berger et al., 2003). However, they are not an ideal choice for users due to two 
disadvantages: 1- people often feel physical discomfort wearing them which can make them 
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stop using protectors, and 2- people have difficulties communicating with each other while 
using ear protectors.  
(2) Noise reduction at the Source 
This solution has none of the abovementioned disadvantages. However the survey of 
this research group and Shanks (2008) did not find any commercial reduced noise pneumatic 
nailing device.  
0.2.3 Scientific problem 
To reduce the noise at the source, the classical noise control solutions (such as 
enclosures and mufflers) might lead to sufficient reductions in systems with only one 
dominant noise source. For systems with multiple noise sources, big noise reductions require 
a decrease of contribution of all sources. Therefore all the sources should be isolated either 
using enclosures or mufflers. This might considerably increase the device weight and volume 
and also restricts access to the device or workpiece. A fundamental solution to this noise 
problem can be to improve the device concept design. However, author’s survey showed no 
account of the nailing device redesign in the science and trade literature. The reason might be 
the lack of knowledge about the noise sources and also the absence of a model which can 
simulate the system operation. A comprehensive study of the noise sources is required to 
identify the system physical processes and their associated noise generation mechanisms. A 
model is needed to predict the sound emission from the nailing device. The details obtained 
from the noise source identification and model predictions are used to propose the design 
modifications. The model is also used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed 
modifications.  
A comprehensive model of the nailing device includes two parts: a dynamic model that 
predicts the system variables (forces, whole body motion, and air flow), and a vibro-
acoustic/air flow-acoustics model which predicts structural vibrations and sound radiations 
from the structures and from the air flow to the atmosphere.  
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Dynamic modeling of the nailing device requires mathematical modeling of different 
internal and external physical processes involved in its operation cycle. All of these processes 
can be described through already existing mathematical relations, except for the penetration 
process of the nail into the wood. During the penetration process, a penetration resistance 
force (PRF) is imposed on the nails. The PRF depends on various factors, including: nail 
physical properties, wood physical and mechanical properties, nail displacement, impactor 
mass, and penetration velocity. A model is required to predict this force.   
Vibro-acoustic modeling requires vibration analysis of the system under the dynamic 
excitation forces to obtain the modes of vibration and the surface velocities. The dynamic 
excitation forces are predicted by the dynamic model. The surface velocities are then used to 
compute the acoustic radiation and radiation efficiency of the system. Moreover, air flow-
acoustics model establishes a relationship between the mass flow rate and the sound radiation 
of the exhausting air into the atmosphere.   
0.3 Research objectives 
This study aims to provide the details on the noise sources and also a simulation tool in 
response to the research needs explained in section 0.2.3 for the pneumatic nailing device 
redesign.  
As a simulation tool, a dynamic model of the system should be developed. The 
dynamic model is chosen since it is the fundamental simulation tool served to provide the 
inputs (dynamic excitation forces) to the vibro-acoustic model. Moreover, the dynamic 
model simulates the system operation; it provides the details which otherwise cannot be 
obtained through the noise source identification (or the vibro-acoustic model). The 
knowledge which is needed to be used in conjunction with the details obtained from the noise 
source identification to propose the design modifications. On the other hand, to solve the 
vibration/noise problem of the nailing device, the root causes should be tackled which are 
indeed the excitation forces and the air flow oscillations. Varying the forces and the flow 
conditions certainly will cause some changes in the system operation and performance; these 
changes are only predictable by the dynamic model. Finally with the dynamic model alone 
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and due to the linearity of the system, the effective design modifications can be proposed to 
reduce the vibration and noise by decreasing the excitation forces. The design modifications 
can be also made to change the air flow conditions to reduce the noise/vibration. However, to 
obtain the precise reduction in the vibration/sound radiation as a result of decreasing the 
forces and/or changing the air flow conditions, the next step will be to develop the vibro-
acoustic/air flow-acoustics model of the system. 
To sum up, the noise source identification and dynamic modeling of the pneumatic 
nailing process are the two objectives of this research. However as explained in section 0.2.3, 
before proceeding with the dynamic modeling, a model should be developed to predict the 
nail-wood penetration resistance force. Therefore, this study pursues the following two 
objectives towards solving the nailing device noise problem: 
(1) Identifying and ranking the noise sources in a pneumatic nailing process; 
(2) Developing dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing devices. 
0.4 Literature review 
This section presents a complete review of the previous studies related to noise source 
identification and modeling of the pneumatic nailing devices. Each following subsection 
presents the pertinent literature to each objective in the order established in section 0.3. In 
general, the pneumatic nailing device noise is mainly generated by two processes: the impact 
process, and the process of the air passing through flow restrictions. For better understanding 
of the nailing device noise sources, sections 0.4.1 and 0.4.2 present a review of the literature 
which studied the noise generation mechanisms in these two processes.  
0.4.1 Noise generation mechanisms in impact processes 
Impact noise is the type of high peak level and short duration sound associated with 
collision of two or more bodies (Akay, 1978).  
The mechanisms involved in generation of impact noise can be grouped under four 
different classes (Figure 0.2): rigid body acceleration/deceleration, air ejection, local surface 
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deformations and impact material fracture, and pseudo-steady-state vibrations. These 
mechanisms are described in the four following sections. 
 
 
Figure 0.2 Schematic view of four mechanisms of noise generation in impact processes 
 
0.4.1.1 Rigid body acceleration/deceleration 
This type of sound radiation is associated with the pressure disturbance generated in an 
acoustic medium by sudden velocity change of an object while impacting other object (see 
Figure 0.2).  
In the pneumatic nailing process, this kind of radiation might be generated due to the 
impact between: 1- the piston and piston bumper, 2- the piston and piston stop, 2- the head 
valve and nailing device internal cap surface, 3- the piston-rod assembly and nail, 4- the nail 
and workpiece. 
While a few studies (Hodgson, 1976; Richards  and Carr, 1986) have determined the 
sound radiation from this mechanism in forging machineries, rigid body radiation in the 
pneumatic nailing process has not been the subject of any previous studies.  
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0.4.1.2 Air-ejection  
When the gap between two approaching surfaces is narrowed, the air ejection from this 
gap develops a pressure gradient between these surfaces (Akay, 1978). Holmes (1973) 
analytically showed that this pressure gradient generates a rarefactive acoustic wave in the 
medium. 
In the pneumatic nailing process, this kind of radiation might be generated as a result of 
the impact between different parts. However due to the small area of the impacting surfaces, 
the generated noise seems to be insignificant in comparison to the other noise sources. The 
sound field resulting from this mechanism in pneumatic nailing devices has not been 
investigated in previous studies. 
0.4.1.3 Local surface deformation and fracture  
This type of radiation results from rapid fracture and deformation of the surfaces in 
impact. In nailing devices, the workpiece deformation/fracture due to high speed penetration 
of the nails might be a source of radiation. Similar to the other noise generation mechanisms, 
the literature survey indicated that the noise radiation due to this mechanism in the nailing 
process has not been the subject of any previous studies.  
0.4.1.4 Pseudo-steady-state vibrations 
Due to very short time span of the impact process, the applied energy is not entirely 
converted to work. The excess energy causes transient vibrations of the mechanical structure 
and pseudo steady-state radiation (or ringing noise) (Richards et al., 1983; Richards et al., 
1979). This phenomenon has been illustrated in the case of the inelastic impact of a sphere on 
a rectangular plate in Troccaz et al. (2000). 
In the pneumatic nailing process, this kind of radiation might be generated as a result 
of: 1- the workpiece vibration, 2- the machine body vibration.  
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To the authors’ knowledge, the noise radiated by this mechanism in the nailing process 
has not been studied previously. However two studies have generally discussed the generated 
noise by pneumatic nailing devices. Adelberg et al. (2002) distinguished four noise peaks in 
the sound pressure time history of the process. The authors attributed these peaks to the 
following four sources: (1) air exchange after trigger pulling, (2) piston impact with piston 
bumper, (3) air exhaust, and (4) piston return impact with piston stopper. Jayakumar et al. 
(2015) identified the impact noise transmitted through the structure as the first contributor to 
the total noise. The study also identified four distinct peaks in the noise time history. The 
authors associated these peaks to the following sources: (1) compressed air flow through inlet 
port, (2) piston rod-nail impact, (3) nail-wood impact, (4) air exhaust.  
0.4.2 Noise generation mechanisms in restrictions outflow processes 
The outflows from fixed (orifices) and variable (valves) flow restrictions can be a 
source of strong mechanical vibration and high intensity noise. The generated aerodynamic 
noise strongly depends on the range of the restriction outflow. When the flow is in the 
subsonic range (or the flow velocity at the nozzle exit is below the sound speed), the 
turbulent mixing noise is the most effective emitter of the acoustic power (Lighthill, 1962; 
1963; Ribner, 1964; Witczak, 1976). This noise type results from turbulent mixing of jet 
flows with the ambient fluid. The large-scale and fine-scale turbulence structures contribute 
to the turbulent mixing noise (Tam, 1995).  
On the other hand, supersonic conditions are engendered when the flow is choked and 
the flow velocity at the restriction exit reaches the sound speed. Under such conditions, two 
additional noise sources appear and predominate over the turbulent mixing noise (Witczak, 
1976): broadband shock-associated noise, and screech tones (acoustic feedback). The 
broadband shock-associated noises result from interactions between downstream propagating 
large-scale turbulence structures passing through quasi-periodic shock cell structures (Tam, 
1995). Screech tones are discrete frequency noises (Tam, 1995; Witczak, 1976). They result 
from unsteady interactions between large amplitude instability waves and quasi-periodic 
shock cell structures. 
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These noise generation mechanisms usually exist in pneumatic devices such as 
pneumatic nailing devices particularly during the air exhaust process. Three studies 
(Adelberg et al., 2002; Jayakumar, Kim and Zechmann, 2015; Tisserand and Triomphe, 
2011) studied the noise generated during the air exhaust process in pneumatic nailing 
devices. As mentioned in section 0.4.1.4, Adelberg et al. (2002) and Jayakumar et al. (2015) 
found a distinct peak in the noise time history associated with the exhaust process. 
Jayakumar et al. (2015) identified the exhaust related noise as the second contributor to the 
total noise. The authors designed and applied four mufflers to reduce the exhaust noise. 
Tisserand and Triomphe (2011) also evaluated the noise reduction obtained during the air 
exhaust phase when using a silencer device. 
0.4.3 Noise source identification    
This section provides a general overview of the techniques used in the literature to 
study the noise sources in different machineries and discusses the effectiveness of each 
technique in identifying the nailing device noise sources.  
0.4.3.1 General noise source identification techniques 
As described in section 0.1, the pneumatic nailing process constitutes of various events 
occurring at successive time intervals. Identification of the noise sources in the nail gun 
requires identifying these processes and their associated noise generation mechanisms at 
different instants. The most effective techniques for this purpose can be found among those 
used in the literature to identify and rank the noise sources in the machineries. This section 
discusses the four most popular ones, namely: (1) time-synchronized data analysis technique, 
(2) correlation and coherence techniques, (3) selective wrapping and muffler technique, (4) 
nearfield acoustical holography technique. 
(1) Time-synchronized data analysis technique is used to identify the physical 
processes (and their associated noise generation mechanisms) involved in the machine 
operation at different time instants through measuring and time domain analysis of different 
variables involved in its cycle. Stewart et al. (1975) performed a time domain analysis of the 
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punch press sound and workpiece acceleration signals and identified five distinct events 
occurring during the machine cycle. Similar to the punch press, the events in the pneumatic 
nailing device are successive in time. Therefore this technique can accurately identify the 
nailing device physical processes (and their associated noise generation mechanisms) 
provided that adequate number of variables are measured and observed.   
(2) Correlation and coherence techniques can be used to locate the noise sources by 
seeking the relationship between different transducers signals (input) and the radiated sound 
(output). This technique might be successfully used in source identification of the processes 
with random noise such as diesel engines (Chung et al., 1975; Kumar  and Srivastava, 1975). 
However for the devices with a well-trackable time signature such as the pneumatic nailing 
device, the noise sources could be well identified by only observing the time signals and 
using this technique does not appear to be necessary.  
(3) Selective wrapping and muffler is a classical technique to rank the noise sources. In 
this technique, all the noise source emission is reduced by either an enclosure made of a 
sound barrier material (lined on the inside with a sound absorbing layer) or an oversize 
muffler. The reduced noise sources are then exposed one at a time by removing the 
associated noise control measure so that the noise radiation from each source can be 
measured. Beiers (1966) applied this technique to measure the contribution of the air exhaust 
noise source in a pneumatic rock drill. The author fitted one end of a long hose over the 
exhaust port to lead away the exhaust noise to a point outside the anechoic chamber where a 
muffler was attached to the other end of the hose.  A similar setup can be also used to enclose 
the air exhaust noise of the pneumatic nailing device.  Richards et al. (1983) used this 
technique to eliminate the pseudo-steady-state radiation of the concrete bases in a drop 
hammer using a sand-filled enclosure around the bases. The standard BSI (1999) used a 
similar setup to minimize the workpiece noise contribution, though the efficiency of the setup 
has never been established. Overall, the technique assures a reliable classification of the 
noise sources and it is ideal for small machineries. In pneumatic nailing devices, since 
multiple noise sources radiate at the same time, the time-synchronized data analysis 
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technique is limited in the number of sources it can identify and rank. Thus, it can be 
completed by a selective wrapping and muffler technique. 
(4) Nearfield acoustical holography (NAH) provides the acoustic intensity map 
(image), the velocity vector field, and the acoustic pressure of a radiating surface in 3D space 
through analyzing the nearfield acoustic pressure measurements at a set of points on a 2D 
hypothetical surface. For the pneumatic nailing device, using the time-synchronized data 
analysis technique in conjunction with the selective wrapping and muffler technique can 
identify the physical processes which indicate the radiating parts of the bodies. However, if 
there is a need to refine the radiation from each part, using this technique might bring some 
additional information.    
0.4.3.2 Nailing device noise identification techniques 
Two studies (Adelberg et al., 2002; Jayakumar et al., 2015) have examined the noise 
problem in pneumatic nailing devices. Adelberg et al. (2002) used a simple experimental 
setup where one microphone captures the sound at the operator position to identify the noise 
sources. The authors distinguished four noise peaks in the sound pressure time history of the 
process. Considering nailing device operating mechanism, they attributed these peaks to the 
four sources mentioned in section 0.4.1.4. 
Recently, Jayakumar et al. (2015) used sound pressure time history and acoustic maps 
(obtained using NAH) to determine the possible noise sources and the corresponding 
transmission paths. In the investigation the workpiece was supported by a sand bed. The 
presented acoustic map showed the radiating surfaces in four successive time sequences 
during the nailing device cycle.  
However, considering complexity of the noise generation mechanisms in a pneumatic 
nailing device, a more comprehensive experimental approach is essential to provide a more 
detailed separation of the noise generation mechanisms in time and to determine the relative 
contribution of the major sources. A combination of the time-synchronized data analysis and 
selective wrapping and muffler techniques appears to provide such results.  
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0.4.4 Nail- wood penetration  
Though the nail penetration into the wood at quasi-static velocities has not been 
investigated in any previous studies, two studies (Bartelt et al., 1994; Villaggio, 2005) have 
examined nail penetration tribo-dynamic aspects at high velocities. Villaggio (2005) studied 
nail penetration into soft materials as a result of hammering. The author idealized the nail as 
a cylindrical shaft, and developed an analytical formulation of the penetration rate per 
hammer blow. For their part, Bartelt et al. (1994) employed numerical models to simulate 
impact penetration of nails driven by power-actuated fastening devices into hard construction 
materials such as steel or concrete. 
Since wood products correspond to highly heterogeneous domains, the precise 
numerical modeling of such materials results in computationally difficult simulations. 
Moreover, the analytical modeling would require many simplifications which highly affect 
the model precision. The empirical modeling, however, appears to ensure rapid and precise 
representations.  
0.4.5 Dynamic modeling of the pneumatic nailing devices 
The mathematical models of pneumatic valves and actuators have been developed in 
numerous studies (Andersen, 2001; Riachy  and Ghanes, 2014; Richer  and Hurmuzlu, 
2000a; 2000b; Sorli et al., 2004).  
Though the pneumatic nailing device represents a more complicated system (due to the 
existence of various moving elements, and the impacts and interactions between various 
components), only two studies (Hu, 2009; Zhong et al., 2008) investigated the mathematical 
modeling of pneumatic nailing devices. Zhong et al. (2008) presented a simplified 
mathematical pneumatic nailer model. The authors simulated the air pressure in three out of 
five nailer chambers and considered the piston as acting against a constant penetration 
resistance force. Later, Hu (2009) examined the gas dynamics influence on the performance 
of a pneumatic nailer. This second reference also neglected the complex tribo-dynamic 
conditions involved in the nail penetration process and reduced the nail penetration resistance 
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to a constant force. The study of nail penetration into concrete by Bartelt et al. (1994) and 
also investigations on high velocity impact penetration of solids by different projectiles  
(Goldsmith, 1960) have shown that PRF may be highly affected by the penetrating object 
displacement and velocity. 
Moreover, in the nailing device dynamic models developed by the above-mentioned 
studies (Hu, 2009; Zhong et al., 2008), the influence of the air channel connecting the 
chambers, the dynamics of the impacts occurring between the different moving and fixed 
components of the system (impact between piston and bumper or between the workpiece and 
supports, etc.), the nailing device body and valve dynamics, as well as the workpiece 
dynamics were ignored. The valve was considered as a fixed restriction. Neglecting 
dynamics of all these important parts in the model might strongly affect the model precision. 
0.5 Research methodology 
The literature review of section 0.4 extracted the knowledge useful for the purpose of 
this study and introduced the shortcomings of the literature in dealing with nailing devices 
noise problem. This information allows defining the methodology to accomplish the 
objectives (introduced in section 0.3) in this section.  
With regard to objective 1, section 0.4.3 concluded that time domain identification and 
ranking of the noise sources should be conducted using two complementary experimental 
techniques, namely, time-synchronized data analysis and selective wrapping and muffler. 
Therefore, the time-synchronized data analysis technique is used to identify the noise 
generation mechanisms at different time instants and the selective wrapping and muffler 
technique is used to rank the major noise sources.  
To develop the dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing process (objective 2), an 
empirical prediction model for nail-wood penetration resistance force is required. This 
prediction law can be obtained by following two different approaches in parallel: a high-
speed approach and a quasi-static approach. While the provided law by the high-speed 
approach covers a wider range of the influencing factors, this approach is rather complicated 
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and expected to be a long development process. Therefore considering the possibility that it 
would not lead to the required results before the end of this doctoral work, an alternative 
simpler approach is conducted: a quasi-static approach. This approach provides the results 
required for the dynamic model on time while carrying out the high-speed approach.  
Though the high-speed approach may not be used in this work to develop the law, it 
will be useful in the long run to obtain a law which fully covers the entire space of all 
influential parameters involved in the nail penetration process of pneumatic nailing devices. 
The approach requires a sophisticated test machine to measure PRF at high penetration 
velocities. This machine allows developing PRF law over a wide range of the penetration 
velocities while including the influence of impactor mass parameter. The machine should be 
designed such that to cover the penetration velocity ranges of the pneumatic nailing process 
(20-30 m/s). This machine can be designed and fabricated using the knowledge gained at 
different stages of this research project.   
Alternatively, the quasi-static approach uses a relatively simple experimental setup to 
measure the PRF when the nail is driven into the wood at quasi-static velocities. This 
approach can provide a rapid and precise representation of the law under quasi-static 
conditions.  
The dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing process can be thus developed integrating 
the empirical PRF law obtained using the quasi-static approach.  
To summarize, the following tasks should be performed to accomplish the objectives 
introduced in section 0.3: 
(1) Time-domain identification and ranking of the noise sources in a pneumatic  
      nailing process; 
      (1-1) Identification of the system physical processes and their associated noise  
  generation mechanisms using a time-synchronized data analysis technique; 
 (1-2)  Ranking of the noise sources using a selective wrapping and muffler technique. 
(2) Developing an empirical prediction law for nail-wood penetration resistance force; 
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 (2-1)  Developing an empirical prediction law at quasi-static penetration velocities; 
 (2-2)  Design and fabrication of a test machine for conducting nail driving experiments  
  at high penetration velocities. 
(3) Developing a dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing devices. 
0.6 Thesis structure  
This section presents the structure of the present document and contents of each 
chapter. Table 0.1 shows the tasks performed in each chapter. Tasks 1-1 and 1-2 are covered 
in the same chapter (chapter 1) since their obtained results should be analyzed in conjunction 
with each other to provide a comprehensive identification and ranking of the noise sources. 
Tasks 2-1 and 2-2 are presented in the separate chapters (2 and 3) as they employ 
independent and different approaches to study the nail penetration tribo-dynamic aspects. 
Finally, task 3 (dynamic modeling) can be found in chapter 4. The dynamic modeling is 
presented as the final chapter of this thesis since it uses the results achieved in the first two 
chapters. Chapter 4 uses the results of chapter 2 (PRF law) to develop the dynamic model 
and it connects the dynamic model predictions with the results of chapter 1 (the identified 
noise sources).   
 
Table 0.1 Methodology tasks 
Chapter Task 
1 1-1, 1-2 
2 2-1 
3 2-2 
4 3 
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0.6.1 Chapter 1- Article 1: Time domain identification and ranking of noise sources in 
a pneumatic nailing process. 
This chapter identifies and ranks the noise sources in a pneumatic nailing process (tasks 
1-1 and 1-2). The analysis is mostly carried out in the time domain for two reasons: a) the 
process includes the consecutive events, and b) the results can be well connected with the 
dynamic model predictions.  
The study seeks the answers to the following questions: (1) which physical processes 
are responsible for the generated noise at different time instants?, (2) what is the noise level 
associated with each process and what is the contribution of each of the three involved noise 
sources (nailing device body, workpiece, and air exhaust) in each process noise?, (3) what 
are the major noise sources?, and (4) what is the influence of workpiece support on the 
generated noise? i.e. is the sandbox support suggested in the standard (BSI, 1999) efficient in 
minimizing the workpiece contribution?  
Question 1 is addressed by using a range of instruments to detect every motion and 
change of variable during the nailing device operation. The physical processes at different 
time instants are then identified by observing and relating the measured data (Time-
synchronized data analysis technique). 
To answer questions 2 and 3, a selective wrapping and muffler technique is used to 
obtain the sound signal associated with each source. Frequency analysis of the signals results 
in overall generated noise associated with each process and contribution of each source in 
this noise. It also provides the overall generated noise by each source and thus ranking of the 
major noise sources.  
To address question 4, the answers to questions 1 to 3 are compared for two workpiece 
supports, namely, a standardized sandbox support and a more realistic support.    
0.6.2 Chapter 2- Article 2: An empirical prediction law for quasi-static nail-plywood 
penetration resistance. 
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This chapter develops an empirical prediction model for nail-plywood penetration 
resistance force at quasi-static velocity ranges (task 2-1). A universal testing machine is used 
to drive the nail into the wood samples at constant speeds. The machine measured PRF as a 
function of the position. The applied experimental procedure is simple yet very precise as it 
accounts for all the influencing factors at quasi-static velocity range, including: nail physical 
properties, wood physical and mechanical properties, and nail displacement. To generalize 
the model, the studied factors are reduced to dimensionless parameters. The final model is 
validated by comparing the model-predicted forces to measurements completed for nail 
geometries not considered during the model preparation. 
0.6.3 Chapter 3- Design and fabrication of a test machine for high-velocity nail 
driving experiments 
This chapter designs and fabricates a test machine for conducting the nail driving tests 
under high-velocity conditions (task 2-2). The machine is designed such that the tests fully 
cover the entire parameter space, including: nail physical properties, wood physical and 
mechanical properties, nail displacement, impactor mass, and penetration velocity. The range 
considered in the design for the impactor mass and the penetration velocity includes the 
nailing device impactor mass (or the piston-rod assembly mass) and the nailing device 
penetration velocity, respectively.  
0.6.4 Chapter 4- Article 3: Nonlinear dynamic modeling of pneumatic nailing devices 
This chapter develops a mathematical modeling procedure for pneumatic nailing 
devices (task 3). The model accounts for the dynamics of the chamber pressures, the moving 
parts, the interactions and impacts between the fixed and moving components, and includes 
the nailing device body and workpiece. All the system parameters integrated into the 
proposed model were established from experimental measurements. The model also 
integrates an empirical prediction law for nail-solid wood PRF developed following the 
approach introduced in chapter 2. The investigation includes a comprehensive experimental 
validation of the model. 
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0.6.5 Conclusion and future recommendations 
This chapter first provides a summary of the main results obtained during this work 
together with a reminder of the research problems and objectives. The limitations of this 
study and future recommendations are then presented. Finally, the scientific and 
technological impacts of this work are discussed. 
0.6.6 Appendix I: An empirical prediction law for quasi-static nail-solid wood 
penetration resistance 
This appendix gives the unpublished results of the empirical prediction model for nail 
penetration resistance force at quasi-static velocity ranges in the case of solid wood based on 
the same procedure presented in article 2 (chapter 2) in the case of plywood. These results 
are used in article 3 (chapter 4) for the development of the nonlinear dynamic modeling of 
pneumatic nailing devices. 
0.7 Contributions 
This thesis contributes in three main areas. The following lists these areas along with 
the journal articles, the conference papers and the posters presented in each area:  
 
1- Time-domain identification and ranking of the noise sources in a pneumatic  
 nailing process. 
Journal article, 
• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, Time domain identification and ranking of 
noise sources in a pneumatic nailing process, submitted to Journal of Applied Acoustics 
(2016). 
Conference papers, 
• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, Studying of the noise sources in a pneumatic 
nail-gun process, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 138 (2015) 1937-
1937. 
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• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, Study of parameters influencing pneumatic 
nail-gun noise, in: INTER-NOISE and NOISE-CON Congress and and NOISE-CON 
Congress and Conference Proceedings, Institute of Noise Control Engineering, 2015, pp. 
17-28. 
Poster, 
• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, Development of an advanced noise source 
identification technique for pneumatic nail guns, 2nd prize in the poster competition of  
ÉREST –AQHSST, January 2015. 
2- Investigating the tribodynamics of nail penetration into wood and empirical modeling of 
the nail-wood penetration resistance force. 
Journal article, 
• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, An empirical prediction law for quasi-static 
nail–plywood penetration resistance, Construction and Building Materials, 88 (2015) 126-
133. 
3- Dynamic modeling of the pneumatic nailing devices. 
Journal article, 
• Z.N. Ahmadabadi, F. Laville, R. Guilbault, Nonlinear dynamic modeling of pneumatic 
nailing devices, submitted to the journal of Dynamics Systems Measurement and Control 
(2016). 
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1.1 Abstract 
This paper investigates the noise sources in a pneumatic nailing process. The study 
combines two complementary experimental approaches. The first uses time-synchronized 
data analysis, with sound, acceleration and air pressure signals simultaneously recorded in 
conjunction with a nailing device motion high speed video. This strategy allows the 
identification of the physical processes involved in the operation of the machine at different 
time instants, as well as the associated noise generation mechanisms. However, since 
multiple noise sources radiate at the same time, this observation technique is not sufficient 
for noise source identification and ranking. Thus, a second approach introduces a selective 
wrapping and muffler procedure, and the strategy assures a reliable classification of the noise 
sources. The investigation considers the following noise origins: the air exhaust, the machine 
body and the workpiece/worktable. 
In the standardized setup, the workpiece is placed in a sandbox to minimize its noise 
contribution. Since the final efficiency of this setup has never been established, the study 
evaluates the sandbox efficiency and compares it with a more realistic test arrangement, 
where the workpiece is placed on a worktable. The analysis shows that the sandbox setup 
does not sufficiently attenuate the workpiece noise. With the worktable setup, the 
workpiece/worktable noise source appears as the main contributor to the total emitted noise, 
while the air exhaust and the machine body noise are ranked as the second and third sources, 
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respectively. With the sandbox setup, the workpiece noise is reduced, but remains the 
dominant source with the air exhaust, in equal measure. 
Keywords: Pneumatic nailing device, Noise sources, Nail penetration, Selective wrapping 
and muffler 
1.2 Introduction 
Pneumatic nailing devices, which are commonly used in the construction industry, emit 
noise at levels high enough to put workers at risk of hearing loss. A first step towards noise 
reduction at the source is an accurate identification of noise generation processes. 
The objective of the present research is to identify and rank the noise sources in a 
pneumatic nailing process. In the standardized setup used for the measurement of noise 
emissions by nailing devices (BSI, 1999), the workpiece is a wooden block placed in a 
sandbox to minimize its noise contribution and obtain the nailing device noise itself. This 
raises two questions: (1) Is the sandbox setup efficient in reducing the workpiece radiation? 
(2) What is a typical workpiece contribution at an actual worksite? To answer these 
questions, the noise source identification is conducted in two cases, the standardized sandbox 
setup, and a more realistic arrangement, where the workpiece is placed on a worktable. 
Although numerous publications are available covering noise sources in various 
machines and systems (Akay, 1978; Alonso et al., 2014; Badino et al., 2016; Bi et al., 2015; 
Campillo-Davo et al., 2013; Hodgson  and Li, 2006; Kim et al., 2007; Koruk  and Arisoy, 
2015; Leclère et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2012; Lefebvre  and Laville, 2008; Pallas et al., 2014; 
Pallas et al., 2011), only three studies (Adelberg et al., 2002; Jayakumar et al., 2015; 
Tisserand  and Triomphe, 2011) have examined the noise problem in pneumatic nailing 
devices. Adelberg et al. (2002) used a simple experimental setup, in which one microphone 
captures the sound at the operator position to identify the noise sources. The authors 
distinguished four noise peaks in the sound pressure time history of the process. They 
attributed these peaks to the following four sources: (1) air exchange after trigger pulling, (2) 
piston impact with low piston bumper, (3) air exhaust, and (4) piston return impact. 
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Tisserand and Triomphe (2011) evaluated the noise reduction obtained during the air exhaust 
phase when using a silencer device. Recently, Jayakumar et al. (2015) used sound pressure 
time history and noise maps to determine the possible noise sources and the corresponding 
transmission paths. In the investigation, the workpiece was supported by a sand bed. The 
authors identified the impact noise transmitted through the structure and the exhaust-related 
noise as the first and second contributors, respectively, to the total noise. The study also 
identified four distinct peaks in the noise time history. The authors associated these peaks 
with the following sources: (1) compressed air flow through inlet port, (2) piston rod-nail 
impact, (3) nail-wood impact, and (4) air exhaust. The present study develops a time domain 
noise source identification strategy similar to the procedure introduced in Jayakumar et al. 
(2015) and Adelberg et al. (2002) and completes it by a selective wrapping and muffler 
procedure. 
To identify the noise sources at different time instants, the study carries out a 
comprehensive experimental time domain analysis of the nailing device operation. The time 
domain identification uses time-synchronized data analysis: sound, acceleration and air 
pressure signals are simultaneously recorded, in conjunction with high speed video of the 
nailing device operation for post-process analysis. This strategy allows the identification of 
the physical processes involved in the machine operation at different time instants, as well as 
the associated noise generation mechanisms at play. However, since multiple noise sources 
possibly radiate at the same time, this observation technique is limited in the number of 
sources it can identify and rank. Thus, it is completed by a second approach, namely, a 
selective wrapping and muffler procedure. This strategy assures a reliable classification of 
the noise sources during the entire nailing operation. These two complementary experimental 
approaches are detailed in section 1.4, following a description of the nailing device operation 
in section 1.3. Section 1.5 presents the analysis of the test results. 
1.3 Nailing device operation 
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of a pneumatic nailing device. When the 
trigger valve (20) is in the released position, the compressed air covers the area above the 
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head valve (10). The resultant force of the air pressure on both sides of the head valve and 
the compression spring (4) downward force keeps the head valve pressed against the cylinder 
top (5). Depressing the trigger closes the trigger valve, and stops the air flow to the upper 
area of the head valve. The remaining compressed air in this area flows out to the atmosphere 
through the air channel (1). As a result, the head valve opens, while simultaneously closing 
the air exhaust (7). Therefore, the compressed air flows to chamber no.1 (2) above the piston 
head, pushes the piston downward, and drives out the nail. As the piston moves downward, 
the air inside the cylinder flows through a series of holes to a return chamber (15). Releasing 
the trigger valve allows a backward motion of the head valve, which stops the compressed air 
discharge to the piston head, and opens the air exhaust. The pressurized air inside the return 
chamber then drives the piston upward, while pushing the air above the piston to the 
atmosphere (Air exhaust phase) simultaneously. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of a pneumatic nailing device:  
(a) at rest, (b) during the driving stroke 
 
1.4 Experimental Procedure 
In previous study (Ahmadabadi et al., 2015b), the authors investigated and formulated 
the tribo-dynamic interactions developing between wood-based products and metal nails 
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during penetration at quasi-static velocities (20-500 mm/min range). The investigation 
published in Ahmadabadi et al. (2015a) demonstrates that the nail size, nail type, and wood 
type have only a negligible influence on the force, the noise and the vibrations generated 
during the nail penetration. Therefore, the present study only includes smooth shank nails 
(illustrated in Figure 1.2(a)) of 12d penny size that have a length of 82.55 mm (3.25 inch) 
and a diameter of 3.81 mm, all driven by a Bostitch N80 CB-Coil framing nailer. 
1.4.1 Test wood specimens 
The analysis concentrated on solid wood, and involved only dry pinewood specimens, 
with a straight grain, and being free of knots. The specimen size was chosen to reduce the 
boundary influence on the penetration process. According to preliminary tests (not included 
here), the optimal size W × L was 152.4 mm × 406.4 mm (6 inch × 16 inch), while, to avoid 
perforation, the thickness (t) was set to 95.25 mm (3¾ inch) (Figure 1.2(b)). 
 
 
Figure 1.2 (a) Smooth nail, (b) Pinewood specimen 
 
The hardness modulus, density, and moisture content of the wood specimens were measured 
according to the standard D1037-12 (ASTM, 2012) and standard D4442-07 (ASTM, 2007). 
Table 1-1 shows the values obtained. The moisture contents shown inTable 1-1 are similar to 
the conditions encountered in the construction industry. 
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Table 1-1 Hardness modulus, density  
values, and moisture content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.4.2 Experimental Setups 
As mentioned in the introduction, the tests were conducted using two different test 
setups: a standard sandbox setup and a worktable setup. For the sandbox option, the tests 
were carried out according to BSI (1999). This standard aims to eliminate or, at least, 
minimize the noise emanating from the workpiece: the workpiece is settled in dry sand, with 
its upper surface at the sand level, and the wood fibers are aligned with the sand bed width 
direction. The sand bed dimensions (w × l × h) shown in Figure 1.3(a) are 
600mm×600mm×400mm. While the arrangement aims to isolate the tested device, in real 
working environments, the nailed wood parts usually also contribute significantly to the 
global sound level. Therefore, the investigation integrated a second setup, where the wood 
specimen was placed on a worktable (Figure 1.3(b)). This support reproduces more realistic 
testing conditions. The worktable dimensions (w × l × h) were 450mm×400mm×670mm 
(Figure 1.3(b)). The workpiece fibers were once again aligned with the worktable width 
direction. Moreover, to eliminate the extra noise generated by possible collisions at the 
worktable base/ground contact points, the worktable legs were glued to the ground. Figure 
1.4 and Figure 1.5 present the worktable and sandbox experimental setups, respectively. 
The measurements were all conducted in a semi-anechoic chamber. The nailing device 
operating air pressure was set to 763.2 kPa, which allowed the entire nail length (including 
the nail head) to penetrate the wood. The data was acquired at a sampling rate of 160 kHz. 
 
 Pine 
ࡴࡹ(ۼ/ܕܕ) 383.64 
࣋(࢑ࢍ/࢓૜) 429.46 
Moisture content (%) 5.6 
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Figure 1.3 (a) Sandbox and microphone positions for sound power measurements, (b) 
Worktable 
 
1.4.2.1 Time-synchronized data analysis technique 
According to BSI (1999), a hypothetical parallelepiped simulated by a nine-
microphone arrangement recorded the emitted sounds to measure the process sound pressure. 
The microphones positions are shown in Figure 1.3(a).  
One accelerometer placed on the nailing device handle (Accelerometer-N in Figure 1.4) 
captured the nailing device acceleration in the penetration direction. The sandbox setup 
included two addition nail accelerometers mounted on the workpiece in the penetration 
direction (Accelerometers-W) and on the sandbox edge (Accelerometer-SE) (Figure 1.5). 
The worktable setup also included two additional accelerometers mounted under the 
worktable in the penetration direction: at the worktable center (Accelerometer-TC) and at the 
worktable edge (Accelerometer-TE) (Figure 1.4).  
Two piezoelectric pressure transducers were incorporated into the nailing device to 
measure the air pressure variations inside the cylinder (PT-I) and return chambers (PT-R) 
(Figure 1.6). The maximum piston stroke was 121.25 mm; the cylinder chamber pressure 
transducer was placed at 50.51 mm from the stroke beginning. The transducer position and 
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installation method were selected to avoid perturbing the flow rate and the external chamber 
volume.  
Figure 1.4 also shows the high speed camera integrated into the setup to capture the 
process motion (10,000 frames/sec). While the main data acquisition system recorded all the 
microphone, accelerometer and pressure transducer signals, the high speed camera had its 
own independent data acquisition system. The two were synchronized through the main data 
acquisition system. To begin the acquisition just before the nailing device operation, the 
tested nailing device was equipped with a trigger device (push-button switch) located under 
the nailing device trigger valve (Figure 1.4).  
The nailing device operation requires the safety guard to always remain in contact with 
the wood piece. Filming the penetration process therefore appears impracticable, as the safety 
guard hides the nail. Preliminary tests indicated that carving 6.35 mm grooves in the wood 
specimen (Figure 1.4) solves this issue. The tests also demonstrated that the groove had no 
visible impact on the measurements. However, when penetrating the no-groove wood 
specimens, the nail penetration started sooner and lasted for a longer time period. The 
average penetration velocity was also slightly lower (Ahmadabadi et al., 2015a). 
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Figure 1.4 Worktable experimental setup for the time-synchronized  
data analysis technique 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Sandbox experimental setup for the time-synchronized data analysis technique 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Section view of the nailing device  
instrumented with pressure transducers 
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1.4.2.2 Selective wrapping and muffler technique 
This technique allows the measurement of the sound pressure and the determination of 
the sound power level of the following noise sources: (1) the air exhaust, (2) the machine 
body, and (3) the workpiece (sandbox setup) or the workpiece/worktable (worktable setup).  
The air exhaust source comprises the air exhaust noise and other radiation sources 
activated by the exhaust process, such as the air exhaust surface and the nailing device cap (8 
in Figure 1.1). In practice, the resulting radiation is detectable before, during and after the air 
exhaust phase. The machine body noise source encompasses all the noise radiation through 
the machine body or from different internal/external parts of the machine (except the air 
exhaust surface and the nailing device cap), caused by the internal air movements/exchange, 
and due to the impact between surfaces, such as the impact between the head valve and the 
cylinder surface. Finally, the workpiece noise source is limited to the radiation emanating 
from the vibrating surface of the workpiece, while the workpiece/worktable noise source 
includes the noise radiating from the vibrating workpiece and worktable surfaces.  
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Figure 1.7 Selective wrapping and muffler technique in the Sandbox setup case:  
(a) total noise (Conf.S-1), (b) residual noise measurement (Conf.S-2), (c)  
air exhaust noise measurement (Conf.S-3), (d) machine body noise  
measurement (Conf.S-4), (e) workpiece noise measurement (Conf.S-5) 
 
The selective wrapping and muffler approach comprises five steps, as illustrated in 
Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8: Step 1) The total noise (all noise sources) was measured for both 
setups (Confs. W-1 and S-1); Step 2) The residual noise measurement, where all noise 
sources were isolated (Confs. W-2 and S-3). For Step 2), absorbing foams and sound barriers 
were wrapped around the machine body and workpiece/worktable noise sources, and a PVC 
muffler made of a thick-wall PVC pipe (diameter 150 mm and length 1.5 m) filled with 
acoustic foams was connected to the nailing device via a PVC hose (length 50 mm) and PVC 
pipe fittings to remove the air exhaust noise source (Figure 1.7). To maintain comparable test 
conditions, the PVC pipe fitting installed onto the nailing device remained on the device 
during the complete test series (see Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5). To measure the noise 
associated with the different noise sources, the sources in Step 1) were exposed in Steps 3) to 
5), one at a time.  
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As with the time-synchronized data analysis, the sound pressure was also measured 
using the nine microphones located at their standard positions (BSI, 1999). Accelerometers-
N and -SE (sandbox setup) or Accelerometers -TC and -TE (worktable setup) were also 
recorded during all tests. Finally, because of the wrapping, the high speed camera could not 
be integrated into this arrangement. Therefore, the tests were realized with no-groove 
specimens. 
 
 
Figure 1.8 Selective wrapping and muffler technique in the worktable setup case: (a) total 
noise (Conf.W-1), (b) residual noise measurement (Conf.W-2), (c) air exhaust noise 
measurement (Conf.W-3), (d) machine body noise measurement (Conf.W-4), (e) 
workpiece/worktable noise measurement (Conf.W-5) 
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1.5 Results 
The following sections analyze and aggregate the results obtained from the two 
complementary experimental approaches. The two setup versions are studied separately and 
then compared. 
1.5.1 Time-synchronized data analysis approach 
1.5.1.1 Worktable setup 
Figure 1.9 shows typical signals obtained for the transducers. The charts include only 
the sound captured by microphone no. 5 (see Figure 1.3) situated at a corner of the 
hypothetical parallelepiped covered by the standard microphone arrangement (at 1.73 m from 
the device geometric center). Moreover, given the high repeatability observed during the 
tests, the signals are only presented for one test. 
The time position t0 to t13 marked on the signals shown in Figure 1.9 indicate the 
important events taking place during the nailing operation. Table 1-2 describes the event 
associated with the time markers ti. Since the microphones are placed at prescribed standard 
distances from the nailing device geometric center, the microphone-signal time markers 
(Figure 1.9(a)) showed a delay with respect to the other transducers. In order to align the time 
markers of all graphs, the microphone-signal graph was shifted to the left by the amount of 
the time delay. The time markers were determined in two ways: (i) points t0, t2-t4, t6-t8, t10, 
and t13 were directly identified via the high speed videos or the signals, while (ii) points t1, t5, 
t9, t11, and t12 were calculated from the physical dimensions of the nailing device’s internal 
parts, in combination with the videos and measured signals.  
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Figure 1.9 Transducer signals for the worktable setup: (a) sound pressure-Microphone no. 5, 
(b) acceleration-Accelerometer-N, (c) acceleration-Accelerometer-TC, (d) Air pressure: 
cylinder chamber (solid line) and return chamber (dashed-line) 
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Table 1-2 Identified events during nailing device operation 
Point no. Event description  
t0 The nailing device trigger is completely pressed down 
t1 Start of piston downward movement 
t2 Start of nail penetration into workpiece 
t3 Start of workpiece vibrations (|Acceleration|≥2g) 
t4 Start of pressure measurement in cylinder chamber  
t5 Air starts to flow from cylinder chamber to return chamber  
t6 End of nail penetration 
t7 
Maximum worktable center vibration amplitude (worktable setup) or workpiece 
(sandbox setup)  
t8 End of cylinder chamber pressure fluctuations 
t9 Equilibrium position between upward and downward forces acting on piston  
t10 Nailing device acceleration (Accelerometer-N) becomes negligible |acceleration|<6g 
t11 End of chamber no. 1 pressure measurement 
t12 
End of piston upward stroke;  increase in nailing device acceleration 
(Accelerometer-N) |acceleration|>6g 
t13 End of nailing device acceleration signal (|Acceleration|≤6g) 
 
The following describes the time intervals defined by the time markers introduced in 
Table 1-2. The different effects taking place during these intervals determine the noise 
generation mechanisms.  
Period t0-t1: Pulling the trigger at t0, releases the compressed air from above the head 
valve to the atmosphere, opens the head valve (closes the air exhaust), and consequently, 
opens the air path to the cylinder chamber. The pressurized air release from above the head 
valve, as well as the air flow to the cylinder chamber, constitute the main sound radiation 
mechanism during this period.  
Period t1-t2: Slightly after t1, the rod impacts the nail. The nail penetration starts at t2, at 
which point the rod is subjected to the nail penetration resistance. This penetration force 
consists in the friction and rapid fracture/deformation of the workpiece. During this time 
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period, in addition to the air movement and exchange between the cylinder and external 
chambers, the impact between the head valve and the nailing device cap internal surface, the 
impact between the rod and nail and the associated upward reaction on the rod, the friction 
force caused by the downward piston-rod assembly movement generate the measured 
vibrations and noise radiations. The associated ejection of the air trapped between the head 
valve and nailing device air exhaust surface also generates noise. 
Period t2-t5: Shortly after the nail penetration begins, the workpiece starts vibrating. 
Point t3 is associated with this start. For the worktable setup, the workpiece vibrations start 
slightly sooner than the worktable vibrations. In addition, the ongoing air 
movement/exchange between the cylinder and external chambers still contributes to the noise 
generation. These mechanisms are believed to be the dominant mechanisms during this 
period. 
Period t5-t6: Between t5 and t6, the nail continues to penetrate into the workpiece, and at 
t5, the air starts flowing to the return chamber. The nail penetration ends at t6. Additional nail 
driving tests conducted on both the plain and grooved wood showed that, for a 12d nail size, 
the piston does not impact the bumper at the end of the stroke.  
Period t6-t8: The end of the nail penetration is associated with an important 
augmentation of the force imposed on the nailing device. This force increase results from the 
nail head/wood contact and the elastic force restoration from the wood. This force pushes the 
nailing device upward, and as a result, the safety guard starts reverting to its release position. 
The head valve can be liberated by releasing either the device trigger or the safety guard. 
According to the high speed videos, under normal conditions, the safety guard release occurs 
sooner than does the device trigger disengagement. The maximum workpiece/worktable and 
nailing device accelerations amplitudes are seen shortly after t6, and result in the maximum 
sound pressure amplitude. The force rise imposed on the nailing device also generates strong 
oscillations of the piston-rod assembly, producing air pressure fluctuations in the cylinder 
and return chambers. The piston oscillations cause impacts between the piston and the 
bumper. Around t8, the noise and nailing device vibrations associated with the upward force 
and piston oscillations are significantly reduced. 
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Period t8-t9: The trigger valve is completely released and the head valve starts closing 
more rapidly. The air exhaust starts slightly before t9. The piston return to its upper position 
starts when the upward force acting on the piston-rod assembly is greater than the downward 
force (at t9). 
Period t9-t12: During this time period, the nailing device vibration level is very low, 
indicating a low level of the friction-excited vibrations induced by the piston upward 
movement. At t11, the piston crosses the cylinder air chamber pressure transducer PT-I. 
Therefore, after a traveling distance equal to the entire piston thickness, PT-I measures the air 
pressure below the piston. 
Period t12-t13: The piston head screw strikes the piston stopper at t12, increasing the 
nailing device vibrations level. The air exhaust ends slightly after t12. The collision between 
the piston head screw and the piston stopper causes additional vibrations of the piston-rod 
assembly and of the machine body. These vibrations last until t13. 
1.5.1.2 Sandbox setup 
The sandbox setup recommended in BSI (1999) aims to minimize the workpiece 
vibrations and isolate the nailing device noise. The process phases and the noise generation 
mechanisms taking place during the sandbox setup tests are equivalent to those described for 
the worktable. Only the workpiece and worktable noise radiation durations differ; while with 
the worktable setup, the workpiece/worktable showed low vibration levels after t9, the 
sandbox almost completely damped the workpiece vibrations slightly after t8. The 
acceleration measurement provides a more descriptive illustration of the sand bed influence. 
The following compares the acceleration obtained with the sandbox setup to that measured 
with the worktable setup. 
Figure 1.10 compares the acceleration signals measured during one test on the 
workpiece for both the sandbox and worktable setups (accelerometer W shown in Figure 
1.5). In addition, Table 1-3 gives the RMS levels of the acceleration signals evaluated over a 
1-second time period. Table 1-3 also includes the acceleration measured at the worktable 
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central position (accelerometer TC shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.8). Comparing the W 
and Tc measurements for the worktable setup reveals the occurrence of contact losses 
between the wood specimen and the worktable. 
Table 1-3 results indicate that when compared to the worktable tests, the sandbox 
reduced the workpiece RMS acceleration level by a little less than 4 g. More interestingly, 
the Table 1-3 reveals that the sandbox does not completely eliminate the wood specimen 
vibrations. By extension, it may be assumed that the sandbox does not completely eliminate 
the contribution of the wood specimen to the total emitted noise. The following section 
further investigates the final effect of the sand bed. 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Workpiece accelerations: Solid line, worktable setup; Bold solid line,  
sandbox setup 
 
Table 1-3 RMS level of workpiece and worktable acceleration signals 
Setup 
RMS level(g) 
Accelerometer W Accelerometer TC 
Sandbox 5.33 - 
Worktable 9.08 4.70 
 
1.5.2 Selective wrapping and muffler technique 
This section presents measurements carried out with the experimental procedure 
described in section 1.4.2.2. According to BSI (1999), the measurements were all repeated a 
minimum of five times. The sound power evaluation obtained for the test conditions shown 
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in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8 are first presented. However, while these graphs display the 
chronological contributions of the different sources, they do not allow a precise comparison 
or ranking of their contribution to the total noise. Thus, the analysis examines the information 
presented as an A-weighted single event sound power level normalized to 1 second (LWA,1s), 
which represents the average of these measurements.  
The trigger device is designed to start the measurement slightly before the start of the 
nailing process. However, because of the manual pulling of the trigger, the measurement and 
the nailing process start are subject to small variations, which are dependent on the operator 
hand speed. Therefore, to compare the different measurements in the time domain, the 
signals needed to be further synchronized. Moreover, the gun trigger valve disengagement 
plays an important role in starting the air exhaust, and since this operation is also dictated by 
the operator hand speed, in conjunction with the upward movement of the gun, the measured 
air exhaust start may vary from test to test; the nailing gun isolation material affects the 
operator hand movement and increases the nailing device weight. The additional weight 
opposes the upward force acting on the nailing device between t1 and t6, delaying the safety 
guard release, and consequently, the head valve disengagement. For example, the different 
measurements made with Confs.W-1 and S-1 showed no significant time difference among 
the air exhaust starts, whereas the following tests realized with configurations where the 
nailing device was isolated (Confs. W-2, W -3, W -4, W -5, S-2, S -3, S -4 and S -5) 
presented time delays as compared to configurations W-1 and S-1. However, during these 
periods, the noise levels remain very low. The delays were noticeable in the vibrations peaks 
appearing at the end of the nailing device acceleration signal (between t12 and t13 in Figure 
1.9). These vibrations peaks were related to the end of the air exhaust phase. Thus, to 
compare the time responses measured for the different configurations, the time signals were 
shifted to the left by the amount of the corresponding time delay. Finally, it is also important 
to mention that since the tests did not include the camera, t6 was calculated from the average 
penetration velocity estimated for full penetration of the nail length. 
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1.5.2.1 Worktable setup 
Figure 1.11 presents the sound pressure evaluation obtained for the five tested 
conditions described in Figure 1.8. Figure 1.12(a) compares the 1/3 octave band values of 
LWA,1s established for the different noise sources from the raw measured data. Figure 1.13(a) 
shows the overall LWA,1s values calculated from the raw data over the time intervals defined 
by the time markers t0 to t13 of Table 1-2. The graphs include all configurations. The curves 
in the graphs of Figure 1.13 were established from narrow band FFT. To maintain a constant 
signal 1 sec. length, the truncated time signals were padded with zeros. 
Figure 1.12(a) and Figure 1.13(a) indicate that for some frequencies or time intervals, 
the residual noise energy comprises a non-negligible part of the measurement. Therefore, to 
improve the comparison precision, the residual noise contribution is removed from the 
measurements carried out for the other configurations. 
The residual noise elimination procedure corresponds to the spectral subtraction 
strategy put forward by Boll (1979) for noise compensation and speech enhancement: the 
energy of the residual noise spectrum is subtracted from the energy spectrum established for 
all other test conditions. Eq. (1.1) formulates the procedure. In this equation, Sp(ejω) is the 
configuration spectrum, Sprn(ejω) is the residual noise spectrum, and Spc(ejω) is the corrected 
configuration spectrum. Eq. (1.1) indicates that the noise subtraction only involves the 
magnitude spectra, and that the phase of the corrected spectrum is unmodified and equal to 
the original signal phase ( )jsp ee ωθ . In order to avoid possible over-subtraction, Eq. (1.1) is 
completed by a floor factor β. In the present study, β was fixed at 3 dB based on the 
ISO 3746 standard (ISO, 2010). Thus, any frequency position in Spc(ejω) presenting an 
amplitude lower than β was set to zero. The corrected time signatures were resynthesized for 
each source from their corrected spectrum. 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j
1
2 2 e2j j je e e e sprnSpc Sp Sp
ωθω ω ω 
= −    
(1.1)
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The corrected 1/3 octave band LWA,1 recalculated from the reconstructed time signals 
are presented in Figure 1.12(b). The narrow band FFT procedure is also reapplied to the 
corrected time signals. The resulting LWA,1 evaluations conducted over the time intervals are 
shown in Figure 1.13(b). Further, the raw data presented in Figure 1.13(a) indicates that 
during the time interval t2-t6, which corresponds to the nail penetration into the wood 
specimen, the workpiece/worktable contribution remains low in comparison to the total 
noise. An underestimation of the workpiece/worktable noise radiation seems to be the reason 
for this evaluation. In reality, in order to prevent the noise radiation from the machine body, 
even the nailing device nose was completely isolated in Conf.W-5. As a result, the isolation 
material bottom surface stayed very close to the wood specimen and partly covered its upper 
surface, particularly during and just after the nail penetration, or when the nailing device 
separated from the wood due to the upward reaction. This condition most likely attenuated 
the wood noise radiation captured by the microphones. The workpiece/worktable noise 
emission attenuation remained present in the subsequent time periods t6-t9.  
Similarly, the air exhaust noise is also partly under-evaluated over t6 to t9: the low 
frequency noise visible in Figure 1.11(a) over the period t8-t9 does not appear in any other 
noise source signal. This low frequency noise was presumably generated by the vibrations of 
the PVC fitting installed on the air exhaust surface (Figure 1.8). On the other hand, the air 
exhaust noise measurements conducted with Conf.W-3 (Figure 1.11(c)) do not show a 
corresponding response of the system. In reality, the PVC fitting vibrations were potentially 
reduced by the nailing device body enclosure wrapped tightly around the lower part of the 
fitting (Figure 1.8(c)), therefore eliminating the oscillation described in Figure 1.11(a), and 
causing a corresponding noise emission reduction.  
Globally, the underestimation of the workpiece/worktable noise and air exhaust 
radiation led to a 3.9 dBA difference between LWA,1s of the total noise and the sum of LWA,1s  
of the different sources. It is almost impossible to distinguish between the workpiece and the 
air exhaust contribution to this global evaluation. Therefore, neglecting the role of the air 
exhaust, and incorporating this global estimate into the workpiece/worktable evaluation 
produces an upper bound sound power level evaluation for the workpiece/worktable source; 
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summing the energy levels established from the corrected air exhaust and machine body 
signals and subtracting the result from the energy level of Conf.W-1 produces the upper 
bound estimation of the workpiece/worktable noise. Figure 1.12(b) and Figure 1.13(b) 
present the upper bound workpiece/worktable LWA,1s estimates.   
Figure 1.12 (b) shows that for 0.1f kHz≤  the workpiece/worktable contribution 
remains mainly lower than the two other sources, while the air exhaust demonstrates a more 
significant influence; the machine body energy level only surpasses the air exhaust 
contribution over 0.4 0.6kHz f kHz≤ ≤ . For frequencies higher than 0.1 kHz, the 
workpiece/worktable contribution shows greater values than the two other sources for 
practically all frequencies. The maximum power level appears at 0.5 kHz for both 
workpiece/worktable and air exhaust sources. Above 0.1 kHz, the machine body contribution 
only surpasses the air exhaust power level over the 2.0 5.0kHz f kHz≤ ≤  range. 
The chart in Figure 1.13(b) shows that the air exhaust dominates the measure before the 
nail penetration, starting at t2, while the workpiece/worktable represents the main source 
during the nail penetration (t2 to t6), and remains dominant until t9. Between t6 and t9, the 
machine body contribution surpasses that of the air exhaust. This time period corresponds to 
significant piston movements and internal air flows, while the air exhaust part remains 
closed. The air exhaust starts just before t9. Figure 1.13(b) shows that after this position, the 
air exhaust contribution preponderates over those of the other two sources. 
Finally, based on the results of Figure 1.12(b) and Figure 1.13(b), the worktable setup 
noise sources can be ranked as follows, in decreasing order of significance: 1- the 
workpiece/worktable, 2- the air exhaust, and 3- the machine body. 
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Figure 1.11 Sound pressure Microphone no. 5: (a) Total noise (Conf.W-1), (b) Residual noise 
(Conf.W -2), (c) Air exhaust noise (Conf.W -3), (d) Machine body noise (Conf.W -4), (e) 
Workpiece/worktable noise (Conf.W -5) 
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Figure 1.12 1/3 octave band analysis for worktable setup: (a) raw data, (b) corrected data 
 
 
Figure 1.13 Overall sound power level for worktable setup: (a) raw data, (b) corrected data 
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1.5.2.2 Sandbox setup 
Based on the observation made before for the workpiece/worktable setup, this part of 
the analysis does not present the time plot obtained for the sources. Figure 1.14 presents the 
1/3 octave band evaluated for the different sources from the raw and corrected data in (a) and 
(b), respectively, while Figure 1.15 shows the LWA,1s values calculated over the previously 
indicated time intervals for the corrected data only.  
As was the case earlier, the wood specimen measured noise was attenuated by the 
nailing device isolation material. The air exhaust contribution was also possibly affected by 
the nailing device-body enclosure wrapped in the vicinity of the fitting-nailing device 
connection. Therefore, the procedure described earlier to establish an upper bound of the 
workpiece contribution helped produce a better estimate of the maximum possible 
contribution of the wood specimen. The plots in Figure 1.14(b) and Figure 1.15 present this 
estimated contribution.  
The curve in Figure 1.14 show that, as with the worktable setup, the air exhaust noise 
remains visible throughout the entire nailing process, and remains the dominant source up to 
2 kHz. While the machine body contribution demonstrates a signature very close to the 
response presented in Figure 1.12(b), the workpiece influence is attenuated by the sand bed. 
However, as already underlined by the acceleration measurements of section 1.5.1.2, the real 
isolation efficiency of the sandbox appears to be much lower than believed. The maximum 
power level evaluated for the workpiece and the air exhaust are seen once again around 
0.5 kHz. Also as earlier seen, the workpiece contribution surpasses the air exhaust at 
frequencies above 1.0 kHz. However, in the present situation, this period presents a larger 
span: 2.0 kHz to 10.0 kHz.  
Globally, Figure 1.15 shows evaluations comparable to those of Figure 1.13(b). The air 
exhaust effect dominates the other sources. On the other hand, while the machine body noise 
part remains close to the measures presented in Figure 1.13(b), its influence increases over 
the t2 to t9 interval. This time period encompasses the nail penetration effects. In reality, it 
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may be conjectured that the stiffer support provided by the sandbox in comparison with the 
worktable reduces the wood specimen vertical displacement, which, in turn, reduces the 
required piston translation and associated energy consumption for a complete penetration. 
Therefore, the higher air energy remaining in the nailing device results in larger machine 
body vibration amplitudes.  
Finally, in agreement with previous observations on the isolation performance of the 
sand bed, Figure 1.15 shows that the specimen contribution dominates the other sources as 
soon as the nail penetration begins, therefore confirming that the sandbox approach does not 
offer the expected noise elimination. Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.14 also indicate the overall 
noise radiations; while the workpiece/worktable value is 103.7 dBA, the workpiece 
evaluation remains at 100.6 dBA with the sandbox, which is almost equal to the air exhaust 
contribution (100.5 dBA).  
 
 
Figure 1.14 1/3 octave band analysis for sandbox setup: (a) raw data, (b) corrected data 
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To sum up, for the sandbox setup, the air exhaust and workpiece are the dominant noise 
sources, while the machine body comes in second. Globally, compared to the tests on the 
worktable setup, the sand bed reduced the overall sound emission of the process by 1.9 dBA. 
 
 
Figure 1.15 Overall sound power level for sandbox setup: corrected data 
 
1.6 Conclusions 
The research presented has brought a better understanding of the fairly complex noise 
generation mechanism in a pneumatic nailing device. The simultaneous observation of data 
pertaining to several variables during the nail driving process has provided a more detailed 
separation of the noise generation mechanism in successive time sequences (13 have been 
identified, versus 4 in previous work). The complementary selective enclosure approach has 
identified the relative contribution of the three major sources: (1) exhaust noise, (2) machine 
body vibrations, and (3) workpiece vibrations. A special investigation was conducted on the 
latter, using two cases: a workpiece/worktable setup representative of the actual field usage 
of a nailing device, and a workpiece/sandbox setup used in a standardized laboratory test. It 
was shown that the worktable represented the predominant source (exhaust noise and 
machine body vibrations being respectively ranked second and third) and, more surprisingly, 
that the workpiece in the sandbox was radiating at the same level as the exhaust noise source, 
hence showing that the standardized setup does not reduce the workpiece radiation as 
expected. A new approach to reducing the workpiece radiation needs to be implemented if 
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the standard is to efficiently measure the nailing device noise emission without the workpiece 
contribution. 
This study has demonstrated how combining these two approaches provides a better 
understanding of the noise generation mechanism and an evaluation of their contribution to 
the total noise generation. Although some small noise reduction can be achieved by using a 
classical reduction technique, such as a muffler on the exhaust noise, bigger noise reductions 
will require addressing all three major noise sources, as they are very close in sound power 
level. The best approach to achieving this will require acting at the nailing device design 
stage. Design parameters of the nailing device need to be related to the sound generation 
mechanisms that have been identified, and achieving that will require a remodeling of the 
nail driving process, which should be covered in future research. 
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2.1 Abstract 
This paper presents an empirical model predicting penetration resistance forces (PRF) 
imposed on nails when penetrating plywood samples at quasi-static velocities (20-500 
mm/min range). The formulation covers various nail geometries and sizes and three plywood 
types. A universal testing machine was used to drive the nail into the wood samples at 
constant speeds. The machine measured PRF as a function of the position. The analysis 
reduces the studied factors to dimensionless parameters. More than 200 experiments were 
conducted over the parameter space, and the final formulation derives from regressions. Test 
cases showed an overall precision of PRF prediction above 89%. 
2.2 Introduction 
 The present paper describes and formulates the tribo-dynamic interactions developing 
between wood-based products and metal nails during fastening process motions. 
For centuries, nails have been used to connect wood pieces. Until the emergence of nail 
guns, which revolutionized the speed of construction in the 50s, hammering was the only nail 
fastening option. Even though emitted noise may cause health problems, nail guns have been 
used despite generating high noise levels.   
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Over the years, the different nail geometries have been modified to make the fastening 
process more efficient by increasing the withdrawal resistance force and the load resistance 
of the connections (Stern, 1950a; 1950b; Stern  and Blacksburg, 1956a; 1956b). 
Nevertheless, nail improvements have never been considered from a noise or vibration 
reduction perspective.   
Under normal operation conditions, nail guns generate noises and vibrations. 
Improving the concept design to reduce the emission levels certainly represents an 
ineluctable operation. However, modifying the device design requires a precise 
understanding of its dynamics, as well as the influence of any modification. A dynamic 
model of the system is therefore essential.  
Zhong et al. (2008) presented a simplified mathematical pneumatic nail gun model. The 
authors simulated the air chamber pressure and considered the piston as acting against a 
constant penetration resistance force. Later, Hu (2009) examined the gas dynamics influence 
on the performance of a pneumatic nail gun. This investigation also reduced the nail 
penetration resistance to a constant force. However, it may be assumed that neglecting the 
complex tribo-dynamic conditions involved in the nail penetration process affects the model 
precision. 
Despite numerous studies on the resistance of wood-based connections (AITC, 1986; 
Aytekin, 2008; Branco et al., 2009; Carvalho  and Carrasco, 2010; Celebi  and Kilic, 2007; 
Dias et al., 2007; Gong et al., 2014; Lin  and LaFave, 2012; Lukaszewska et al., 2008; 
Mascia  and de Oliveira Santana, 2009; Rammer et al., 2001; Tomasi  and Sartori, 2013; 
Wang et al., 2011; Wills et al., 1996; Zarnani  and Quenneville, 2014; Zhou  and Guan, 
2011) have examined nail penetration tribo-dynamic aspects. Villaggio (2005) studied nail 
penetration into soft materials as a result of hammering. The author idealized the nail as a 
cylindrical shaft, and developed an analytical formulation of the penetration rate per hammer 
blow. For their part, Bartelt et al. (1994) employed numerical models to simulate impact 
penetration of nails driven by power-actuated fastening devices into hard construction 
materials such as steel or concrete.  
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Since wood products correspond to highly heterogeneous domains, the precise 
numerical modeling of such materials results in computationally onerous simulations. 
Therefore, to ensure precise and rapid representations, the present study derives a nail 
penetration model from experimental measurements. The objective is to prepare a 
formulation predicting the nail penetration resistance force as a function of nail size and type. 
Since this paper is seen as the first part of a broader investigation, the wood products 
examined are restricted to plywood, and the penetration speed range to quasi-static 
conditions. To eliminate the possible influence of acceleration, the penetration speed is 
maintained constant. The measurements are all realized on a universal testing machine. In 
order to extend the prediction formula application range, the analysis first reduces the studied 
factors to dimensionless parameters. Section 2.3 describes the experimental procedure. 
Section 2.4 analyses the penetration resistance force (PRF) results, and presents a parametric 
study. Finally, the empirical nail penetration model is derived from regression analyses in 
Section 2.5. 
2.3 Experimental procedure 
2.3.1 Influential parameters and dimensional analysis 
Initial qualitative evaluation indicated that the parameters controlling PRF may be 
collected in two classes mainly: 1) the size and material properties (parameter set 1), and 2) 
the penetration process (parameter set 2).  
Parameter set 1 includes: 1- the wood density, 2- the wood hardness modulus, 3- the 
nail geometry type or the nail shank type, 4- the nail diameter, and 5- the nail length. It may 
be intuitively supposed that parameters 1 and 2 have direct and proportional effects on PRF; 
denser or harder materials should result in PRF of greater amplitude. While the same 
information could be deduced from the wood-specific gravity combined with moisture 
content, the wood density parameter allows a reduction of the number of parameters included 
in the analysis. The hardness modulus parameter describes the material resistance to 
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penetration deformation. Moreover, since the steel Young modulus is significantly higher 
than the plywood Young modulus, the analysis assumes that the nails are perfectly rigid. 
Parameter set 2 includes the following two factors: 6- the penetration velocity, and 7- 
displacement. Investigations on high velocity impact penetration (Goldsmith, 1960) have 
shown that PRF may be highly affected by the penetration velocity and the penetrating object 
displacement.  
Table 2-1 shows the identified parameters and the corresponding dimensions. L, M and 
T indicate the length, mass and time units, respectively. Table 2-1 shows that six of the 
parameters are independent. A dimensional analysis based on Buckingham's π-theorem 
(Szirtes, 2007) leads to a parameter number reduction. Dimensionless parameters also 
generalize the validity range of the results. Since the nail shank type cannot be associated 
with any dimension, it is excluded from the dimensional analysis. PRF corresponds to the 
dependent parameter, while HM, NL and v represent the base parameters. In the following, the 
variable Fr replaces PRF. 
 
Table 2-1 Parameter sets 1 & 2 
 Parameters  Dimension 
Parameter set 1 1- wood density(ߩ) ܯܮିଷ  
2- wood hardness(ܪெ) ܯܶିଶ  
3- nail shank type (ST) - 
4- nail diameter (D)  ܮ  
5- nail length(NL) ܮ  
Parameter set 2  6- penetration velocity (ݒ ) ܮܶିଵ  
7- displacement (y) ܮ  
 
Mathematical manipulations not included here yield the following four П terms (or 
dimensionless parameters). Combined with ST, they describe the investigated space: 
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2.3.2 Test wood specimens 
The present analysis concentrates on plywood products. These products are wood-
based composite materials made from oriented wood veneers bonded with adhesives. The 
study includes three plywood categories: (1) Canadian softwood plywood (CSP), (2) 
Douglas-Fir plywood (DFP), and (3) Poplar plywood (PP). Figure 2.1 (a) shows a plywood 
panel specimen. The specimen size is chosen to reduce the boundary influence on the 
penetration process. According to preliminary tests (not included here), the optimal size 
(Width X Length) is 152.4 mm x 406.4 mm (6 inch x 16 inch), while to avoid perforation by 
the longest nail specimen, the thickness is set to 95.25mm (3¾ inch). Given that the 
maximum panel thickness is 19.05mm (¾ inch), 5 panels are screwed together, as shown in 
Figure 2.1 (b). 
 
 
Figure 2.1 (a) Douglas-Fir plywood panel, and (b) experimental set-up 
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The hardness modulus, density, and moisture content of the plywood categories were 
measured according to the standard D1037-12 (ASTM, 2012) and standard D4442-07 
(ASTM, 2007). Table 2-2 shows the measured values. The present analysis only includes dry 
plywood products. The moisture contents indicated in Table 2-2 are similar to the conditions 
encountered in the construction industry. 
 
Table 2-2 Hardness modulus, density values, and moisture content 
 DFP CSP PP 
ࡴࡹ(ۼ/ܕܕ)  560.11 371.77 478.96 
࣋(࢑ࢍ/࢓૜)  543.59 449.71 464.00 
Moisture content (%) 5.7 5.6 5.6 
 
2.3.3 Nails 
In order to assure a reliable coverage of the nail forms available in the construction 
industry, the proposed investigation examines three shank types: (1) smooth, (2) annularly 
threaded, and (3) helically threaded. Figure 2.2 shows the three types. The study also 
includes a total of seven nail lengths and diameters. Table 2-3 presents the evaluated 
diameters for each shank type. These parameter values were dictated by industry practice. 
Table 2-4 indicates the other important nail dimensions. 
 
Table 2-3 Nail shank types 
Nail penny 
size 
Smooth nails Annularly 
threaded nails 
Helically threaded 
nails 
3d    
4d    
6d    
8d   
10d   
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Table 2.3 (Continued) 
Nail penny 
size 
Smooth nails Annularly 
threaded nails 
Helically threaded 
nails 
12d    
16d    
 
Table 2-4 Nail penny sizes 
Nail 
penny 
size 
Nail nominal 
length (mm) 
NL 
Nail nominal diameter D (mm) and (મ૝) 
Smooth nails Annularly 
threaded nails 
Helically 
threaded nails 
3d 31.75 (1.25 inch) 2.032 (0.0640) 2.032 (0.0640) - - 
4d 38.10 (1.5 inch) 2.794 (0.0733) 2.794 (0.0733) - - 
6d 50.80 (2 inch) 3.048 (0.0600) - -  - - 
8d 63.50 (2.5 inch) 3.302 (0.0520) 3.302 (0.0520) 3.048 (0.0480) 
10d 76.20 (3 inch) 3.810 (0.0500) 3.810 (0.0500) 3.556 (0.0467) 
12d 82.55 (3.25 inch) 3.810 (0.0462) - -  - -  
16d 88.90 (3.5 inch) - -  4.064 (0.0457) 3.810 (0.0429) 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Nails: (a) Smooth, (b) Annularly  
threaded, (c) Helically threaded 
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2.3.4 Quasi static tests 
Constant speed penetration tests were realized on a universal testing machine. Table 
2-5 shows the velocities tested for each nail geometry. The tests corresponding to the smooth 
nail type involve six velocity levels. Since preparatory evaluations with this nail type 
indicated that under quasi-static conditions, the penetration speed has a moderate influence 
on the penetration force, the velocity levels were reduced from six to three for nail types (b) 
and (c). For similar reasons, the velocity levels were not fixed at strict positions imposing a 
constant separation between them. 
 
Table 2-5 Velocity levels 
Nail geometry type Velocity levels (m/s) 
 0.000333 0.000833 0.00166 0.00333 0.00666 0.00833
Smooth nails       
Annularly threaded 
nails 
      
Helically threaded nails       
 
2.4 Experimental results - general discussion 
This section presents a global analysis of the measured values, evaluates the influence 
of the different parameters, and discusses the data processing. 
2.4.1 Measured value analysis 
The first part of the analysis compares the plywood response to natural wood, while a 
second part identifies the force component leading to the measured Fr. Figure 2.3 presents 
the raw Fr measurements obtained (setup Figure 2.1) for smooth nails in different plywood 
types and pinewood samples. The pinewood measurements are included in the graph for 
comparison purposes. They were realized on samples respecting the plywood specimen 
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dimensions. Figure 2.4 illustrates the nail extremity. On average, the tip portion corresponds 
to Π2=0.09. 
The graph of Figure 2.3 clearly shows the tip penetration influence (ߎଶ ≤ 0.09). In this 
region, the force increases with a high slope by up to 25% of the maximum Fr value. The 
shank penetration start causes a slope reduction. The natural wood curve describes a less 
fluctuating response, and since the selected pinewood sample represents a quasi-
homogeneous structure, the fluctuation observed for the plywood curves are assumed to be 
generated by the composite and heterogeneous nature of the plywood. Because of this 
particular structure, the panel stacking up generates no significant penetration resistance 
alteration. In fact, for ߎସ	 = 	0.052, the panel joints are situated at ߎଶ positions equal to 0.3 
multiples. The plywood curves in Figure 2.3 do not exhibit any distinct perturbation at those 
positions. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Fr curves (nail size: П4=0.052, ST=smooth,   
v=8.33x10-3). Solid line: CSP; Dotted line: Pinewood;  
Dashed line: PP; Dash dotted line: DFP 
 
The measured penetration forces amalgamate numerous sources, the dominant ones 
being the Coulomb friction and the force associated with the wood deformation-fracture. The 
following experimental procedure allows the separation of the dominant Fr components. 
First, the nail is driven into the sample to evaluate Fr, and secondly, the nail is withdrawn, 
and then driven back into the hole generated during the initial penetration, and the resistance 
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force is recorded. The initial penetration Fr includes the Coulomb friction and the 
deformation-fracture components. Following the nail extraction, the remaining resistance 
force appearing during the penetration is assumed to be entirely generated by the Coulomb 
friction. Therefore, subtracting Fr measured during the second penetration from the first 
measurements isolates the wood deformation-fracture force. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Nail extremity 
 
Since the penetration proceeds without any rotation, the experiment is easily carried out 
for smooth and annularly threaded nails, with their penetration remaining unchanged for the 
second penetration movement. In contrast, helically threaded nails rotate while penetrating, 
and depending on the interaction at the wood-nail interface, the rotation appears to be 
irregular and hardly predictable. Therefore, precise withdrawal involving no alteration of the 
interface is virtually impossible. For this reason, the experiment only includes the smooth 
and annularly threaded nails.  
Figure 2.5 shows Fr evaluated during the first penetration, Fr measured during the 
second penetration (or the Coulomb friction force), and finally, the wood deformation-
fracture force obtained after subtraction of the friction force from the first force distribution. 
In addition to the raw data, the graphs include fitted model evaluations. For both nail 
geometries, the curves indicate that the tip penetration period Π2 ≤ 0.09 is dominated by the 
NL
2 0.09Π  y
x
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deformation-fracture force. While this force component remains practically constant at 200 N 
after Π2 = 0.1 for the smooth nail, the cross-section increase above the nail tip of the 
annularly threaded nail extends the deformation influence development up to roughly Π2 = 
0.4, and leads to a maximum value close to 400 N, which remains nearly constant thereafter. 
On the other hand, the friction forces show a linear influence for both nail shanks. However, 
since this component results mainly from adhesion at the wood-nail interface, the real contact 
area reduction resulting from the annular surface of the second shank type decreases the 
friction contribution compared to the smooth shank. The maximum friction reaches 708 N at 
Π2 = 1 for the smooth nail, which corresponds to 81% of Fr, while for the annular shank the 
friction maximum value is 419 N or 55% of Fr. Finally, based on these observations, and 
comparing the three nail geometries, it could be conjectured that the penetration resistance 
force generated by a helically threaded nail should be dominated by an adhesive friction 
force component. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Fr constituents (wood type: PP, v=8.33x10-3 m/s): (a) Smooth nails (Π4=0.0600), 
(b) Annularly threaded nails (Π4=0.0733). Solid line and cross: Fr fitted model and data; 
Dashed line and square: Friction force fitted model and data; Dotted line and empty circle: 
Deformation-fracture force fitted model and data 
 
2.4.2 PRF curves treatment 
Figure 2.3 evidenced the normal experimental value oscillations resulting from a single 
test. Therefore, to increase the evaluation stability and reliability, the tests were repeated 
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seven times for the remaining parts of the study. In addition, instead of the raw data, the 
following figures present evaluations established with mathematical models fitted to the 
seven repetitions. To illustrate the data processing outcomes, Figure 2.6 compares the model 
predictions to the experimental measurements, when a smooth shank type with Π4=0.052 is 
driven into poplar plywood (PP) at an 8.33x10-3 m/s velocity. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Fr predictions and experimental values.  
Bold solid line: Model; Solid lines: raw data 
 
2.4.3 Parametric analysis 
The following analysis presents a first estimation of the influence on Fr of the 
parameters listed in section 2.3. The parameters are considered in the following order: 
Plywood categories, Π4, nail shank type, and penetration velocity. The coefficient of 
determination (R2) and standard error of estimate (SEE) of the fitted models vary between 
93% and 99%, and 0.0154 and 0.0034, respectively. The following analysis considers only 
the smooth shank type, with Π4=0.0052 and one penetration velocity of 8.33x10-3 m/s. 
2.4.3.1 Plywood categories 
Figure 2.7 compares Fr evaluations for the three categories: (1) CSP, (2) DFP, and (3) 
PP. The graph of Figure 2.7(a) shows the ඥܨ௥ evaluations. The curves reveal the influence of 
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the plywood categories; DFP presents the highest values, while CSP shows the lowest 
evaluations, and PP leads to force amplitudes in between the two other categories. On the 
other hand, Figure 2.7(b) presents the 1Π  values. Table 2-2 indicates that the hardness 
increases in the following order: CSP, PP and DFP. Therefore, since 1Π  implies a division 
of Fr by HM, this second group of results illustrates the influence of HM; Fr appears to be 
practically proportional to the hardness. Moreover since the presented force responses 
include both the deformation-fracture and Coulomb friction, it may be considered that both 
resistance sources exhibit a practically linear relationship with HM. While the connection 
between HM and the deformation-fracture resistance controlling Fr in the 2 0.1Π <  region 
may be perceived as a matter of course, given that the hardness evaluates the wood capacity 
to resist indentation, the dependence of the friction force on HM remains questionable. 
In reality, the friction resistance is related to the modulus of elasticity. However, since 
a portion of the deformation generated during a hardness test is elastic, the hardness 
evaluation is not completely independent of the Young modulus. This apparent dependence 
relationship is more visible with soft materials. The plywood types examined in the present 
research are all made of softwoods.  Figure 2.8 draws the hardness of various wood species 
as a function of the modulus of elasticity. The curves demonstrate that for softwoods, the two 
properties tend to increase together, thus explaining the observed correlation between the 
friction force and the hardness. This observation validates the normalization of Fr by HM in 
1Π   at the same time. 
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Figure 2.7 Influence of wood properties on Fr: (a) √Fr versus Π2, (b) √Π1 versus Π2. Solid 
line: DFP; Dotted line: PP; Dashed line: CSP 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Wood hardness vs  modulus of elasticity  
(taken from Wilcox et al. (1991)) 
 
In order to better isolate the influence of the other parameters, the graphs of the 
following sections only include 1Π . 
2.4.3.2 Nail size (Π4) 
Figure 2.9 (a) and (b) present the ߎଵ	results obtained for smooth nails. Figure 2.9(a) 
includes four 4Π values: 0.0412, 0.0500, 0.0520 and 0.0733 for the DFP category. Figure 
2.9(b) shows the values obtained for the CSP category and 4Π values: 0.0412, 0.0520 and 
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0.0640. The penetration velocity was ݒ = 8.33x10ିଷ	m/s. Overall, the curves show that 
enlarging the nail size increases 1Π . 
The Fr response measured for the smooth shank is dominated by adhesion friction 
forces. Therefore, increasing the nail diameter or length produces a commensurate wood-nail 
interface augmentation ( DNLπ  ), causing proportional effects on Fr. The results in Figure 
2.9 display this relationship. Conversely, for the annularly threaded type, the deformation-
fracture component corresponds to a significant part of the penetration force over the 
complete nail penetration. The nail diameter should therefore produce a stronger impact on 
Fr than the nail length.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 Influence of the nail size on √Π1 for smooth nails (a) –plywood type DFP: Solid 
line: Π4 = 0.0462; Dotted line: Π4 = 0.0500; Dash dotted line: Π4 = 0.0520; Dashed line: Π4 
=0.0733 and (b) -plywood type CSP: Solid line: Π4 = 0.0462; Dotted line: Π4 = 0.0520; 
Dashed line: Π4 = 0.0640 
 
2.4.3.3 Nail shank type 
The previous section compared the nail size influence for the different shank types 
separately. The graph presented in Figure 2.10 juxtaposes 	ߎଵ values evaluated for the three 
shank types, when the nail penny size is 10d (ߎସ = 0.0500 for the smooth and annularly 
threaded nails and ߎସ = 0.0467 for the helically threaded nails), the penetration velocity is 
ݒ = 8.33x10ିଷ	m/s, and the plywood category is PP. A rapid observation of the chart 
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indicates that after complete penetration, the nail types generating greater adhesive friction 
forces lead to higher penetration resistance. The curves also reveal that even with a smaller 
diameter, helically threaded nails generate penetration forces similar to smooth nails; the 
helical form leads to larger wood-nail contact interfaces and most likely to greater resulting 
adhesive forces. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Influence of the nail geometry  
on √Π1 : Solid line: helically threaded; Dotted line:  
annularly threaded; Dashed line: smooth 
 
2.4.3.4 Velocity 
The following figure presents the penetration resistance measured for the smooth shank 
type ߎସ = 0.0462, driven into PP plywood at the velocity levels indicated in Table 2-5. 
Since the penetration resistance is dominated by adhesion, a reduction of the penetration 
force with a penetration velocity increase was initially expected. However, the curves of 
Figure 2.11 reveal that for quasi-static conditions, small velocity fluctuations have no 
significant consequence. This observation is also valid for helically threaded nails, and since 
the deformation-fracture component is not affected by the driving velocity, may be extended 
to annularly threaded nails. 
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Figure 2.11 Influence of the penetration velocity on √Π1.  
Solid line: 0.000333 m/s; 0.00667 m/s; Dashed line:  
0.00833 m/s; Bold dashed line: 0.000833 m/s; Bold solid  
line: 0.00167 m/s; Dash dotted line: 0.00333; Dotted  
line: 0.00667 m/s; Dashed line: 0.00833 m/s 
 
2.5 Nail penetration prediction model 
The nail penetration resistance formula results from nonlinear regressions fitted to the 
data sets. Since the composition of Fr depends on the nail shank type, and no parameter 
precisely describes this influence, it seems more appropriate to prepare a formula variant for 
each geometry separately. On the other hand, the curve similarity revealed in Figure 2.10 
suggests that one single general formula might be sufficient to describe all shank types.  
Eq. (2.2) formulates the nail penetration resistance. Table 2-6 gives the coefficient 
values established for the individual shank types as well as for the general model merging the 
three data sets. These factors were derived from the measurements carried out for all ߎସ 
values, penetration velocities and plywood categories. Table 2-7 presents the statistical 
measures of the model average performances. In addition to R2 and SEE, Table 2-7 includes 
the mean absolute error (MAE). 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3 4 5 6 71 0 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2
8 3 9 4
    C C C C C C C C
C C
Π = + Π + Π + Π + Π + Π + Π + Π
+ Π + Π
 
(2.2)
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Table 2-6 Eq. (2.2) Coefficients 
Coefficients Individual nail shank type model 
General 
model 
Smooth  Annularly 
threaded  
Helically 
threaded  
C0 0.029 0.040 0.078 0.014 
C1 1.818 2.008 1.953 1.924 
C2 -12.253 -11.942 -12.262 - 12.171 
C3 46.080 40.305 42.953 43.241 
C4 -98.877 -79.911 -83.472 - 87.738 
C5 121.013 92.291 90.517 101.653 
C6 -78.382 -57.107 -51.420 -62.521 
C7 20.800 14.556 11.939 15.813 
C8 3.910x106 -1.3378x106 -2.795x105 5.547 x105 
C9 -0.332 -0.351 -1.198 0.067 
 
Table 2-7 Statistical measures of model average performances 
Descriptors 
Individual nail shank type model 
General 
model 
Smooth  Annularly 
threaded  
Helically 
threaded  
R2 94.88% 90.74% 94.10% 85.76% 
SEE 0.00899 0.01255 0.01097 0.01628 
MAE 0.00675 0.00975 0.00841 0.01334 
 
Table 2-7 shows that, despite a slight fit quality decrease compared to the individual 
formulas, the general model still explain more than 85% of the variance of ߎଵ. Therefore, it 
may be concluded that the global approach represents a valuable option. On the other hand, 
this general model still involve ten terms. In order to further reduce the model complexity, 
Table 2-8 and Table 2-9 illustrate the contribution of the Π parameters in the formula. The 
analysis involves six reduced general models obtained after elimination of successive terms 
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starting from the end. Table 2-8 presents the model coefficients, while Table 2-9 displays the 
associated performance measures. 
 
Table 2-8 Coefficients of the reduced models 
Coefficients Reduced model no. 
1 2  3 4 5 6 
C0 0.018 0.019 0.023 0.030 0.043 0.062 
C1 1.924 1.920 1.670 1.358 0.939 0.559 
C2 - 12.164 - 12.139 - 8.679 - 5.516 - 2.552 - 0.834 
C3 43.219 43.154 23.753 11.034 3.112 0.442 
C4 - 87.706 - 87.666 - 34.117 - 10.237 - 1.332 - 
C5 101.641 101.738 24.553 3.554 - - 
C6 -62.533 -62.698 -6.986 - - - 
C7 15.822 15.893 - - - - 
C8 5.813x105 - - - - - 
C9 - - - - - - 
 
Table 2-9 Statistical measures of the reduced models 
Descriptors 
Reduced model no. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
R2 85.75% 85.65% 85.56% 85.30% 84.25% 81.95% 
SEE 0.01629 0.01634 0.01639 0.01654 0.01712 0.01832 
MAE 0.01336 0.01332 0.01338 0.01349 0.01392 0.01494 
 
Table 2-9 shows that the six reduced general models offer a suitable evaluation of Π1. 
The performance descriptors also indicate that up to no 5, the model response remains nearly 
stable, while model no 6 demonstrates an evident quality diminution. Reduced model no 5 
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appears therefore as the optimal trade-off. The descriptors of Table 2-9 also reveal that Π3 
and Π4 have a negligible influence on the quasi-static penetration resistance.  
In order to illustrates the model quality, additional tests were carried out with the PP 
category at a penetration velocity of 8.33x10ିଷ	m/s for annularly (Case a) and helically 
(Case b) threaded nail sizes not included in the model preparation: Case a: nail penny size 6d, 
D=3.048mm and ߎସ = 0.0600; Case b: nail penny size 12d, D=3.556mm and ߎସ = 0.0431. 
The individual nail shank model predictions, as well as the evaluations obtained from the 
general model and from the reduced models no 5 and 6 were then compared to the 
measurements. Table 2-10 presents the resulting statistical measures of the model prediction 
quality. 
 
Table 2-10 Statistical measures of the reduced models 
Descriptors 
Individual 
model 
General model 
Reduced 
 model no.5 
Reduced  
model no.6 
Case a Case b Case a Case b Case a Case b Case a Case b 
SEE 0.0133 0.0113 0.0143 0.0132 0.0124 0.0148 0.0152 0.0161 
MAE 0.0097 0.0086 0.0112 0.0110 0.0095 0.0110 0.0106 0.0124 
MAPE 10.5% 8.9% 13.0% 9.1% 16.7% 10.6% 21.7% 13.6% 
Precision 89.5% 91.1% 87.0% 90.9% 83.4% 89.4% 78.3% 86.4% 
 
For the tested conditions, the MAPE measures correspond to an individual nail shank 
model precision of 89.54% and 91.08% for Case a and Case b, respectively. On the other 
hand, for Case a the general model offers a precision of 87.03%, the reduced model no 5 
offers 83.35%, and the reduced model no 6 presents a precision of 78.29%. For Case b, the 
obtained precision is 90.93% with the general model, while the reduced model no 5 and 6 
maintain a precision of 89.43 % and 86.39%, respectively. These results reinforce the 
conclusions drawn previously from Table 2-9. Also, in order to better illustrate the model 
responses, Figure 2.12 (a) and Figure 2.12 (b) juxtapose the model estimates and 
experimental values for Cases a and b, respectively. 
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Figure 2.12 Comparison of Eq. (2.2) predictions to experimental values. Dashed line: 
predicted data by individual nail shank models, solid line: measured data, dashed-dot line: 
predicted data by the general model, solid line with empty triangles: predicted data by the 
reduced model no.5, solid line with empty circles: predicted data by the reduced model no.6 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
This paper investigated the tribo-dynamic interactions appearing at the wood-nail 
interface during fastening, and developed a prediction model of the nail penetration 
resistance force when driven into plywood at quasi-static velocities. The analysis first 
reduced the studied factors to four dimensionless parameters, Π1 to 4. 
The analysis considered that the nail penetration resistance is mainly composed of a 
wood deformation-fracture force acting in parallel with a friction force component. The 
measures showed that depending on the shank geometry, one of these components dominates 
the response. For instance, the annularly threaded shank type generates a penetration 
resistance largely dictated by the deformation-fracture component, while the smooth shank 
type, and by extension, the helically threaded geometry, lead to penetration resistance 
controlled by the friction. Therefore, given that the wood-nail interface temperature possibly 
affects the adhesion phenomenon determining the friction force component, and that the 
interface temperature depends on the speed, the investigation examined the penetration rate 
influence. The experimental results demonstrated that, for a quasi-static speed range, 
penetration velocity variations result in inconsequential effects, and could be neglected. 
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The analysis also evaluated the wood hardness role, and showed that for softwoods, 
both wood deformation-fracture and friction force components appear to vary in concert with 
the hardness modulus. Therefore, the global penetration resistance could be considered as 
largely determined by the wood hardness. However, since the Young modulus-hardness 
apparent relationship remains indistinct for hardwoods, this assertion only remains 
acceptable for softwoods and softwood-based products. 
The last section of the paper derived a penetration resistance prediction model from the 
experimental data. The examination results demonstrated that the resistance force 
components vary with the nail shank type. Therefore, in addition to a general representation, 
the model also provides a particular variant for each shank geometry. While the general 
model and its reduced version model no 5 offer rapid and sound evaluations for any nail 
types, the individual nail shank models assure higher precision levels. The study compared 
the model-predicted forces to measurements completed for nail geometries not considered 
during the model preparation, and showed agreement levels higher than 89%, 87% and 83% 
for the individual nail shank model, the general model and the reduced model no 5, 
respectively. Therefore, considering the extensive experimental campaign and these 
exploratory verification tests, the developed penetration force predictor is deemed to offer 
reliable evaluations. Future works should examine the high velocity range and extend the 
prediction model. 
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 CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A TEST MACHINE FOR HIGH-VELOCITY 
NAIL DRIVING EXPERIMENTS  
This chapter designs and fabricates an advanced test machine to carry out the high-
velocity nail driving tests. This test machine includes a pneumatic accelerator and various 
measurement devices. Using this machine, the measurements can be conducted over various 
penetration speeds, impactor masses, nail geometries and sizes, and wood types.  
The following presents details of the machine design requirements, the machine design, 
and the experimental procedure for future tests. 
3.1.1 Design requirements 
The machine should be designed such that: 
(1) a wide range of penetration velocities (including the penetration velocity in the nail gun 
process) are covered in the tests; 
(2) the nail driving tests are conducted using a range of projectile (impactor) masses, with the 
smallest mass equal to the nail gun piston-rod assembly mass;  
(3) the nail driving tests are conducted at least with the same average energy of the nail 
penetration in the nail gun process (using different projectile masses), as well as, the 
lower energy levels; 
(4) the machine operation is safe as the projectile speed is very high; 
(5) the damage to the machine and workpiece is prevented by controlling the speed of the  
projectile at the end of nail penetration process. 
3.1.2 Machine design 
To fulfill the velocity coverage requirement (requirement 1), free fall acceleration of 
the projectile was not sufficient due to the laboratory height limitation. A rapid acceleration 
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of the projectile was required to generate high penetration speeds. After evaluating different 
design options, the study found an optimal design including a pneumatic accelerator to 
produce the required acceleration. Another challenge was to maintain the lowest projectile 
mass equal to the nail gun piston-rod assembly mass (requirement 2). The following presents 
the implemented solution while describing the designed machine operation. Through meeting 
requirements 1 and 2, requirement 3 will be automatically covered. 
Figure 3.1 shows the designed and fabricated test machine. The machine consists of a 
compressed air reservoir with the capacity of 1.38 MPa, a projectile, a carrier, three valves, 
four elastomeric bumpers, and two pneumatic cylinders. To ensure safety of the operator, a 
frame made of steel and Plexiglas attached to the floor supports the machine. Opening the 
frame door cuts off the electricity and stops the machine from working.  
Before each test, the primary piston-rod assembly (3) is raised to its highest level inside 
the primary pneumatic cylinder (2) and it is locked at this position by a locking rod system 
(5) manually.  
Pressing the trigger switch (5), allows the air flow to the trigger pneumatic cylinder (5) 
through a directional control valve. The air pressure pushes back the locking rod. A reed 
switch sensor detects the locking rod when it reaches its rear position and sends an activation 
signal to the gas shutoff valve (8). This valve opens the poppet valve (9) allowing the 
compressed air inside the reservoir (1) to flow to the primary pneumatic cylinder above the 
piston. The air pressure pushes the primary piston-rod assembly along with its attached 
mechanical carrier (4) and projectile (11) downward (Figure 3.1). The projectile is 
incorporated into the carrier. Free fall of the projectile is used to drive the nail into the wood 
(7). There are two reasons for not using the primary piston-rod assembly as the projectile: 1- 
to eliminate the air pressure factor during the penetration, 2- to maintain the lowest projectile 
mass equal to the nail gun piston-rod assembly mass (0.131 kg) which was otherwise hard to 
achieve due to the additional length (and so the mass) needed for the primary piston-rod 
assembly. At the end of the nail penetration, the carrier collision with the wood might 
damage the machine and wood severely. To avoid this damage (requirement 5), four 
elastomeric bumpers (6) are used to absorb the energy of the carrier and prevent it from 
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impacting the wood. The bumpers stop the carrier but the projectile continues to move 
downward as long as its energy lasts.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Test machine: (a) CAD, (b) fabricated 
 
The velocity of the projectile during penetration is adjusted by changing the reservoir 
air pressure. The penetration energy can be regulated through varying the projectile mass 
and/or the penetration velocity.    
Various measurement devices are incorporated to the machine to record the required 
variables for developing the nail penetration model. A high speed laser displacement sensor 
(10) measures the displacement of the projectile. An accelerometer (4) measures the 
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acceleration of the mechanical carrier. A load cell (12) is installed on the projectile end to 
measure the penetration force. A high speed camera (not shown in Figure 3.1) is also 
integrated into the setup to capture the process motion (10,000 frames/sec). 
3.1.3 Experimental procedure 
3.1.3.1 Influential parameters and dimensional analysis 
Initial qualitative evaluation indicated that the parameters controlling PRF may be 
collected in two classes mainly: 1) the size and material properties (parameter set 1), and 2) 
the penetration process (parameter set 2). 
Parameter set 1 includes: 1- the wood density, 2- the wood hardness modulus, 3- the 
nail geometry type or the nail shank type, 4- the nail diameter, and 5- the nail length.  
Parameter set 2 includes the following three factors: 6- the penetration velocity, 7- the 
displacement, 8- the impact velocity between nail and impactor, 9- the projectile mass. 
Table 3-1 shows the identified parameters and the corresponding dimensions. L, M and 
T indicate the length, mass and time units, respectively. A dimensional analysis based on 
Buckingham's π-theorem (Szirtes, 2007) leads to a parameter number reduction. 
Dimensionless parameters also generalize the validity range of the results. Since the nail 
shank type cannot be associated with any dimension, it is excluded from the dimensional 
analysis. PRF corresponds to the dependent parameter, while HM, NL and v represent the 
base parameters. In the following, the variable Fr replaces PRF. 
Mathematical manipulations not included here yield the following four Π terms (or 
dimensionless parameters). Combined with ST, they describe the investigated space: 
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Table 3-1 Parameter sets 1 & 2 
 Parameters  Dimension 
Parameter set 1 1- wood density(ߩ) ܯܮିଷ  
2- wood hardness(ܪெ) ܯܶିଶ  
3- nail shank type (ST) - 
4- nail diameter (D)  ܮ  
5- nail length(NL) ܮ  
Parameter set 2  6- penetration velocity (ݒ ) ܮܶିଵ  
7- displacement (y) ܮ  
 8- impact velocity(ݒ଴) ܮܶିଵ  
 9- projectile mass( ܯ ) ܯ  
 
3.1.3.2 Projectile mass and velocity 
Table 3-2 shows a list of the projectile masses and average penetration velocities 
included in the study for 12d nail penny size. Five projectile masses are considered. The 
smallest mass is chosen close to 0.131 kg; the piston-rod assembly mass in Bostitch N80 CB-
Coil framing nailer. The same projectile masses will be tested for other nail sizes. Each mass 
is examined for three velocity levels. The middle velocity level is chosen to provide average 
penetration energy equal to that of Bostitch N80 CB-Coil framing nailer. The upper and 
lower velocity levels are ±5 m/s of the middle value. The reason for choosing three velocity 
levels for each mass is to cover a wide range of velocities as the velocity might have a strong 
influence on PRF. The penetration energy required for full penetration of the nail varies with 
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the nail size. Therefore, the tested velocity levels vary based on the nail size. The approach 
introduced in Table 3-2 is used to define the velocity levels for other nail sizes. 
 
Table 3-2 Projectile masses and velocities for 12d nail size 
Projectile mass (Kg) 
Average penetration 
velocity (m/s) 
Average penetration 
energy(J) 
0.1293 
20.36 27.15 
25.36 42.12 
30.36 60.37 
0.2 
15.52 24.10 
20.52 42.12 
25.52 65.15 
 
0.3 
11.76 20.74 
16.76 42.12 
21.76 71.01 
0.4 
9.51 18.10 
14.51 42.12 
19.51 76.15 
0.5 
7.98 15.92 
12.98 42.12 
17.98 80.83 
 
3.1.4 Conclusion 
The test machine fabricated in this work can be used in the future to develop a high-
velocity PRF law which fully covers the entire parameter space of the nail penetration in the 
pneumatic nail gun process. Incorporating this law in the dynamic model (chapter 4) will 
improve the model accuracy. 
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4.1 Abstract 
This paper develops a mathematical modeling procedure for pneumatic nailing devices. 
The representation integrates all the device operation phases composing the nailing process. 
The model accounts for the dynamics of the chamber pressures, the moving parts, the 
nonlinear interactions and impacts between the fixed and moving components, and includes 
the nailing device body and workpiece. All the system parameters integrated into the 
proposed model were established from experimental measurements. This model also 
integrates a nonlinear empirical formulation to predict the nail penetration resistance force. 
The final representation is validated through a comparison of the predicted piston motion and 
air pressures to experimental measurements made on a specific nailing device. Averaging the 
measured to simulated air pressure ratios established at important time positions shows an 
agreement level higher than 93%. 
Keywords: nailing device dynamics; pneumatic; wood-nail tribo-dynamics 
4.2 Introduction 
The present study belongs to a broader three-step research project aiming at finding 
means to reduce noise emissions in pneumatic nailing devices. During the first step, the noise 
sources were identified and ranked (Ahmadabadi et al., 2015a; 2016; Ahmadabadi et al., 
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2015c). During the second step, which is presented in this paper, a nonlinear dynamic model 
covering the complete nailing process is developed. During the third step, the force and 
exhaust flow outputs of this dynamic model will then be used as inputs to a vibro-acoustic/air 
flow-acoustics model of the system that will predict the noise emissions. Also, with the 
dynamic model alone and due to the linearity between acceleration and noise, design 
modifications can be proposed to change the noise emission by changing the structural 
excitation forces and exhaust flow. 
The main objective of the dynamic model development presented in this paper is to set 
up a simulation tool able to describe the influence of design modifications on the dynamic 
response of nailing devices. Most of the operation phases involved in the nailing process may 
be described through mathematical relations. In fact, only the penetration resistance forces 
resulting from the tribo-dynamic interactions taking place at the wood-nail interface required 
particular experimental investigations that resulted in establishing a nonlinear empirical 
prediction law for the penetration resistance (Ahmadabadi et al., 2015b). 
Despite numerous publications on pneumatic systems modeling (Bharath et al., 1990; 
Lu et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2014; Nieto et al., 2008; Porumamilla et al., 
2008; Pu et al., 2011; Sorli et al., 2004; Subramanian et al., 2004), only two studies 
considered the mathematical modeling of pneumatic nailing devices. For instance, Zhong et 
al. (2008) presented a simplified model of a nailer. The authors simulated the air pressure in 
three sections of the nailer chambers and considered the piston as acting against a constant 
penetration resistance force. Later, Hu (2009) examined the gas dynamics influence on the 
performance of a pneumatic nailer. This second reference also neglected the complex tribo-
dynamic conditions involved in the nail penetration process, and reduced the nail penetration 
resistance to a constant force. In reality, the model in both of these studies neglected the 
influence of the air channel connecting the chambers, the dynamics of the impacts occurring 
between the different moving and fixed components of the system (impact between piston 
and bumper or between the workpiece and supports, etc.), the nailing device body and valve 
dynamics, as well as the workpiece dynamics.  
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The two previously cited references on nailer dynamic modeling considered the valve 
as a fixed restriction. However, precise modeling of the outflows through restrictions is 
essential, since these elements can generate significant mechanical vibrations and noise, 
more specifically the air exhaust through nailing device flow restrictions was found to be a 
significant contributor to emitted noises by the present authors  (Ahmadabadi et al., 2016) 
and others (Adelberg et al., 2002; Jayakumar et al., 2015; Tisserand  and Triomphe, 2011). 
During the exhaust phase, the generated aerodynamic noise depends on the outflow 
restriction level. When the flow is subsonic, turbulent mixing noise becomes the dominant 
contributor to the acoustic power (Lighthill, 1962; 1963; Ribner, 1964; Witczak, 1976). This 
noise type results from turbulent mixing of jet flow with the ambient fluid. On the other 
hand, supersonic conditions are engendered when the flow is choked and the flow velocity at 
the restriction exit reaches the sound speed. Under such conditions, two additional noise 
sources appear and predominate over the turbulent mixing noise (Witczak, 1976): broadband 
shock-associated noise, and screech tones (acoustic feedback). The broadband shock-
associated noises result from interactions between downstream propagating large-scale 
turbulence structures passing through quasi-periodic shock cell structures (Tam, 1995). 
Screech tones are discrete frequency noises (Crocker, 2007; Tam, 1995; Witczak, 1976). 
They result from unsteady interactions between large amplitude instability waves and quasi-
periodic shock cell structures. Chow and Reethof (1980) demonstrated that choked valve 
noise mechanisms are affected by the valve configuration, the downstream to upstream 
pressure ratio, and the valve opening.   
The model developed in the present paper accounts for the following elements: 1- the 
device body; 2- the piston-rod assembly; 3- the valve and the flow through the valve variable 
restriction; 4- the workpiece; 5- the impacts between the fixed and moving components 
(internal and external components); 6- the chamber pressures; 7- the time delay and flow 
amplitude attenuation generated by connecting air channel. 
Also, since Ahmadabadi et al. (2016) demonstrated that the dynamic interactions 
between the nail and the wood element play a significant role in the generated noise and 
vibration, the model integrates a nonlinear empirical formulation to predict the nail 
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penetration resistance force in solid woods (Fr). This formulation was developed following 
the approach introduced in Ahmadabadi et al. (2015b).  
The final representation is validated through a comparison of the predicted piston 
motion and air pressures to experimental measurements made on a specific nailing device. 
The following system parameters were established from experimental measurements and 
integrated into the proposed model: the friction between moving surfaces; the stiffness and 
damping properties of the internal parts; and the spring stiffness. 
Section 4.3 describes nailing device operation. Section 4.4 presents the structural 
dynamic model. In the structural dynamic model, the activation forces result from the air 
pressure acting in the different chambers, therefore section 4.5 develops the gas dynamic 
model. Section 4.6 describes the experimental procedures for system parameters 
measurement. Section 4.7 presents the details of the model numerical resolution. Finally, 
section 4.8 presents the experimental validation of the model. 
4.3 Nailing device operation 
Figure 4.1 offers a schematic representation of pneumatic nailing devices, and indicates 
the common components of a pneumatic device system. Figure 4.2 illustrates the successive 
phases involved in nailing operation. Finally, Table 4-1 groups the important time positions 
identified in the following description. 
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Figure 4.1 Common pneumatic nailing  
device components 
 
Before t0, or when the trigger valve is in the released position, the compressed air flows 
to the head valve chamber (12) through the air channel (2). The resultant of the air pressure 
force on both sides of the head valve combined with the compression spring (6) downward 
force keeps the head valve pressed against the cylinder top (8). Pulling the device trigger 
(and actuating the trigger valve) at t0 closes the trigger valve and stops the air flow to the 
head valve chamber. The remaining compressed air in this area flows out to the atmosphere 
through the air channel (2). The head valve starts moving up and opens at t1, when the 
resultant force is in the upward direction. At t2 the expulsion to the atmosphere of the 
compressed air above the head valve is completed. The head valve upward displacement 
closes the air exhaust. The compressed air starts flowing to the area above the piston head 
(chamber no.1 (4)) at t3. 
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of pneumatic nailing device  
operation: (a) device at rest, (b) nail driving stroke, (c) end of  
stroke, (d) air exhaust 
 
The air pressure pushes the piston which starts its downward movement at t4. At t5, 
after a displacement of ypbin, the rod impacts the nail. The nail penetration into the wood 
starts at t6 after a piston displacement of ypbp. The rod is then subject to the nail penetration 
resistance force (ܨ௥). This penetration force is composed of the nail-wood friction and the 
fracture/deformation of the workpiece. 
 
Table 4-1 Description of events occurring during pneumatic  
nailing device operation 
Point no. Event description  
t0 Trigger valve actuated  
t1 Start of head valve opening 
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Table 4-1 (Continued) 
Point no. Event description  
t2 Complete evacuation of air above head valve 
t3 Start of compressed air flow to chamber no.1 
t4 Start of piston downward movement 
t5 Impact between rod and nail 
t6 Start of nail penetration into workpiece 
t7 Start of pressure measurement in chamber no.1 
t8 Start of air flow from  chamber no.1 to return chamber 
t9 End of nail penetration 
t10 Impact between the piston and bumper 
t11 End of piston oscillations 
t12 Complete release of the trigger valve 
t13 Start of the air exhaust  
t14 Start of the piston return to its upper position 
t15 End of chamber no. 1 pressure measurement 
t16 End of piston upward stroke 
t17 End of air exhaust process  
t18 End of piston oscillations 
 
At t7, after a traveling distance of ypt, the piston crosses the pressure transducer 
incorporated into the cylinder to measure the chamber no.1 pressure. As the piston head 
traverses at t8 the connection holes (7) situated at the distance of yhr, the air inside chamber 
no.1 starts flowing to the return air chamber (18). The return air chamber is connected to 
chamber no.2 (5) through return holes (19); therefore, the compressed air inside the return air 
chamber easily flows to chamber no.2. The nail penetration ends at t9 when the piston stops.  
The end of the nail penetration is associated with an important augmentation of the 
force imposed on the nailing device. This force increase results from the nail head/wood 
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contact, and the wood restitution force. Depending on the supply pressure and nail size, there 
might be over penetration of the nail and the piston might impact the piston bumper (15). 
Under this condition, the elastic restitution force from the bumper further increase the 
upward force on the piston. The resultant upward force pushes the nailing device upward. As 
a result, the safety guard starts to go back to its release position. 
The head valve can be liberated by releasing either the device trigger or the safety 
guard. According to high speed videos recorded during experimental evaluations, under 
normal conditions the safety guard release occurs sooner than the device trigger 
disengagement. As the safety guard is releasing, the resultant force acting on the piston 
becomes positive as a result of higher pressure in chamber no.1. This again gradually 
changes the piston movement to the downward direction. The piston moves down until it 
impacts the piston bumper at t10 and bounces back. The ensuing piston oscillations end at t11. 
At t12 the trigger valve is completely released. The head valve then starts closing more 
rapidly. The air exhaust starts at t13 through the exhaust holes (9). The final piston return to 
the upper position starts at t14. During the experiments, the cylinder chamber pressure 
transducer measured the air pressure of chamber no.1 until t15, at the position where the 
piston crosses the transducer. The piston head screw (16) strikes the piston stopper (17) at t16. 
This impact also causes piston oscillations lasting until t18. The air exhaust phase ends at t17. 
4.4 Structural  dynamic model 
Figure 4.3 shows the dynamic model of the system. Figure 4.3 also defines the global 
coordinate system (xgl,ygl) as well as the local coordinate systems. The following list 
describes the variables: 
Areas: 
- A1 and A2 are the piston effective areas on the piston head screw and rod side, 
respectively;  
- ܣ௛ଵ is the area of the head valve supporting the downward pressure;  
- ܣ௛ଶ is projection of the head valve area supporting the upward pressure; 
- Ar is the rod cross-sectional area. 
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Forces: 
- ܨ௛௠ is the operator hand force;  
- ܨ௥ is the nail penetration resistance force. 
Stiffness: 
- kb  and βb are the piston bumper/piston stopper stiffness and viscous damping 
coefficient, respectively;  
- ݇௖ is the contact stiffness between head valve and cylinder/nailing device cap; 
- kesg is the equivalent safety guard stiffness;  
- ݇௦ is the compression spring (6) stiffness; 
- ݇௪ is the wood stiffness; 
- ݇௪௦ is the wood- support contact stiffness;  
- ݇௪௦௡ is the wood-nailing device contact stiffness. 
Masses: 
- Mg is the nailing device mass; 
- ܯ௛ is the head valve mass; 
- ܯ௡ is the nail mass; 
- Mp is the piston-rod assembly mass; 
- ܯ௪ is the wood mass. 
Pressures: 
- P1 and P2 are the absolute pressures in chamber no.1 and 2, respectively; 
- Pa is the absolute ambient pressure; 
- ௘ܲ௫௧ is the absolute air pressure in the external chamber; 
- ௛ܲ is the absolute air pressure in the head valve chamber. 
Displacements: 
- ݕ௛ is the head valve displacement; 
- yg is the nailing device displacement; 
- yp is the piston-rod assembly displacement; 
- ݕ௪ is the wood displacement. 
Friction coefficients: 
- ߤ௙௛ is the head valve-cap wall friction coefficient; 
- µfp is the piston-cylinder wall friction coefficient; 
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- μr is the nail-wood friction coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Pneumatic nailing device dynamic model.  
Nonlinear elements: μr, kw, μfp, kb, βb, kc, μfh,  
kesg, kwsn, kws, and ks. 
 
The following subsections  (4.4.1 to 4.4.4) present the motion equations written for the 
masses shown in Figure 4.3, while Section 4.5 develops the pressure modeling procedures. 
4.4.1 Piston-rod assembly 
Eq.(4.1) is the motion equation of the piston-rod assembly: 
 
 ܯ௧ݕሷ௣௥+ߚ௕ݕሶ௣௥ + ݇௕൫ݕ௣௥ + ݕ௕൯ + ݇௪൫ݕ௣ − ݕ௪ − ݈௡ − ݕ௣௕௣൯ + ܨ௙௣ = ܨ௣଴ (4.1)
 
where ypr (= yp-yg) is the piston-rod assembly displacement relative to that of the nailing 
device, ݈௡ is the nail length, and Ffp is the friction force between piston and cylinder wall 
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(= μfpF). In the present model the friction force was directly evaluated from experimental 
measurements (see Section 4.6). Mt, βb , kb, yb, kw, and Fp0 are described below, 
 
 ܯ௧ = ൜
ܯ௣ +ܯ௡ ݕ௣௥ ≥ ݕ௣௕௜௡ ܽ݊݀ ݊ௗ௖ < 1
ܯ௣	 ݕ௣௥ < ݕ௣௕௜௡ ݋ݎ ݊ௗ௖ ≥ 1										  
 
(4.2)
 
ߚ௕ = ቐ
ߚ௣௕ ݕ௣௥ ≥ ܮ
ߚ௣௦ ݕ௣௥ ≤ 0
0															0 < ݕ௣௥ < ܮ
  
 
(4.3)
 
݇௕ = ቐ
݇௣௕						 ݕ௣௥ ≥ ܮ
	݇௣௦					 ݕ௣௥ ≤ 0
0																0 < ݕ௣௥ < ܮ					
  ,   ݕ௕ = ൝
−L 					ݕ௣௥ ≥ ܮ		
	
0																		ݕ௣௥ < ܮ						
 
 
(4.4)
 
݇௪ = ቊ
ܪெ௪											 ( ݕ௣ − ݕ௪) > ൫݈௡ + ݕ௣௕௣ ൯ ܽ݊݀	݊ௗ௖ < 1
0																			 ( ݕ௣ − ݕ௪) ≤ ൫݈௡ + ݕ௣௕௣ ൯ ݋ݎ ݊ௗ௖ ≥ 1										
 
 
(4.5)
 ܨ௣଴ = ଵܲܣଵ − ଶܲܣଶ − ௔ܲܣ௥ − ܿ௥ܨ௥ + ܯ௧݃  (4.6)
 
where ݊ௗ௖ counts the number of times the piston changes direction, βpb is the damping 
coefficient of the piston bumper, βps is the damping coefficient of the piston stopper, kpb is the 
piston bumper stiffness, kps is the piston stopper stiffness, L is the piston stroke, HMw is the 
wood hardness modulus, ypbin and ypbp are constant distances defined at t0 between the rod 
end and the nail head or the workpiece surface,  Fp0 is the force resultant on the piston, g is 
the gravitational acceleration, and cr  is a parameter representing the nail penetration 
condition. Eq.(4.7) describes cr, 
 
 ܿ௥ = (4.7)
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ቐ
1													൫	ݕ௣ − ݕ௪൯ ≥ ݕ௣௕௣	ܽ݊݀ ݊ௗ௖ < 1 ܽ݊݀ ൫ ݕ௣ − ݕ௪൯ ≤ ൫݈௡ + ݕ௣௕௣	൯	
0																൫	ݕ௣ − ݕ௪൯ < ݕ௣௕௣	݋ݎ ݊ௗ௖ ≥ 1 ݋ݎ ൫ ݕ௣ − ݕ௪൯ > ൫݈௡ + ݕ௣௕௣	൯							
  
 
4.4.2 Head valve dynamics 
The head valve equation of motion is: 
 
 ܯ௛ݕሷ௛௥ + ݇௖(ݕ௛௥ + ݕ௖) + ܨ௙௛ = ܨ௛଴  (4.8)
 
where ݕ௛௥ is the head valve displacement relative to that of the nailing device (= yh-yg), Ffh is 
the friction force between head valve and cap wall ( = μfhF). In the present model the friction 
force was directly evaluated from experimental measurements (see Section 4.6). ݇௖, ݕ௖ , and 
ܨ௛଴ are given by, 
 
 
݇௖ = ൝
݇௛௖ଶ											ݕ௛௥ ≥ ܮ௛
݇௛௖ଵ													ݕ௛௥ ≤ 0
0										0 < ݕ௛௥ < ܮ௛
, ݕ௖ = ൜−ܮ௛ ݕ௛௥ ≥ ܮ௛0 ݕ௛௥ < ܮ௛   
 
(4.9)
 ܨ௛଴ = ௛ܲܣ௛ଵ − ௘ܲ௫௧ܣ௛ଶ + ܨ௦ + ܯ௛݃  (4.10)
 
where Lh  is the maximum head valve displacement, khc1 is the contact stiffness between head 
valve and the nailing device cap surface, khc2 is the contact stiffness between the head valve 
and cylinder, Fh0 is the force resultant acting on head valve, Fs is the compression spring 
force. Since Fs is non-linear, instead of considering a spring stiffness, the Fs expression was 
derived from experimental measurements (see Section 4.6) and is directly introduced in the 
model. 
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4.4.3 Nailing device body dynamics 
The nailing device body equation of motion is written as, 
 
 ܯ௚	ݕሷ௚−ߚ௕ݕሶ௣௥−݇௕൫ݕ௣௥ + ݕ௕൯ + ܿ௪௦௡݇௪௦௡൫ݕ௚ − ݕ௪൯ − ݇௖(ݕ௛௥ + ݕ௖) −
ܨ௙௛ − ܨ௙௣ + ݇௘௦௚(ݕ௚ − ݕ௪ + ݕ௠௦௚) = ܨ௚଴  
(4.11)
 
where cwsn  is a parameter representing the nail-wood interactions. cwsn, kesg, and Fg0 are, 
 
 ܿ௪௦௡ = ൜1 ݕ௚ > ݕ௪0 0  
݇௘௦௚ = ൝
௞ೞ೒௞ೢೞ೙
௞ೞ೒ା௞ೢೞ೙ 																																			൫ݕ௚ − ݕ௪൯ > −ݕ௠௦௚
	0																																																(ݕ௚ − ݕ௪) ≤ −ݕ௠௦௚
 
 
(4.12)
 ܨ௚଴ = ܨ௛௠ − ܨ௦ − ଵܲܣଵ + ଶܲܣଶ + ௔ܲܣ௥− ௛ܲܣ௛ଵ + ௘ܲ௫௧ܣ௛ଶ + ܯ௚ 	݃   (4.13)
 
where ksg  is the safety guard spring stiffness, and ݕ௠௦௚ is the maximum compression of 
safety guard spring. The trigger is released when yg = yw- ymsg. 
4.4.4 Workpiece dynamics 
The workpiece equation of motion is expressed as, 
 
 ܯ௪ ݕሷ௪+ܿ௪௦௡݇௪௦௡൫ݕ௪ − ݕ௚൯+݇௪൫ݕ௪−ݕ௣ + ݈௡ + ݕ௣௕௣൯ + ݇௘௦௚(ݕ௪ −
ݕ௚ − ݕ௠௦௚) + ܿ௪௦݇௪௦ݕ௪ = ܨ௪଴  
(4.14)
 
where  ܿ௪௦ is a parameter representing the workpiece condition. cws and ܨ௪଴ are, 
 
 ܿ௪௦ = ቄ 1 ݕ௪ > 00 0  
(4.15)
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 ܨ௪଴ = ܿ௥ܨ௥ + ܯ௪݃  (4.16)
 
Eqs. 4.1, 4.8, 4.11 and 4.14 describe the motion of the system shown in Figure 4.3. In 
these equations the activation forces result from the air pressure acting in the different 
chambers. These pressures depend on the input/output mass flow rates and the piston 
translational speed. Section 4.5 presents the pressure relations.  
4.5 Gas dynamic model 
This section presents the mathematical expressions describing the chamber pressures 
and the input/output mass flow rates. The analysis assumes that: 1 the pressure and 
temperature within the chambers are homogenous, 2 the gas is ideal, and 3 kinetic and 
potential energy terms are negligible. Eq.(4.17) shows the ideal gas law: 
 
 ܲ = ߩܴܶ  (4.17)
 
where P is the pressure, ρ is the air density, R is the ideal gas constant and T is the 
temperature. The input and output mass flow rates (ṁin and ṁout) can be expressed through 
the continuity equation, where V is the volume: 
 
 ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧ = ߩሶܸ + ߩ ሶܸ  (4.18)
 
The energy equation is given by: 
 
 ݍ௜௡ − ݍ௢௨௧ + ߛܥ௩( ሶ݉ ௜௡ ௜ܶ௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧ܶ) − ሶܹ = ሶܷ   (4.19)
 
where qin and qout are the heat transfer terms, ߛ is the specific heat ratio (ߛ = 1.4 for air), Cv 
(=R/(γ-1)) is the specific heat at constant volume, Tin is the input gas temperature, while ሶܹ  
and  ሶܷ  are the work change rate and the change rate of the internal energy given by 
Eqs.(4.20) and (4.21), respectively. 
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 ሶܹ = ܲ ሶܸ   
 
(4.20)
 ሶܷ = ௗௗ௧ (ܥ௩݉ܶ) =
ଵ
ఊିଵ (ܸ ሶܲ + ܲ ሶܸ )  (4.21)
 
Substituting ሶܹ  and ሶܷ  into Eq.(4.19) and assuming that the input flow is already at the 
temperature of the gas in the chamber leads to Eq.(4.22), 
 ఊିଵ
ఊ (ݍ௜௡ − ݍ௢௨௧) +
ଵ
ఘ ( ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧) − ሶܸ =
௏
ఊ௉
ሶܲ   (4.22)
 
If the process is assumed to be adiabatic, the pressure change rate is, 
 
 ሶܲ = ߛ ோ்௏ ( ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧) − ߛ
௉
௏
ሶܸ   (4.23)
 
Assuming an isothermal process, Eq. (4.22) becomes, 
 
 ݍ௜௡ − ݍ௢௨௧ = ܲ ሶܸ − ௉ఘ ( ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧)  (4.24)
 
Therefore using Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18), the time derivative of the chamber pressure is 
obtained as: 
 
 ሶܲ = ோ்௏ ( ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ሶ݉ ௢௨௧) −
௉
௏
ሶܸ   (4.25)
 
Considering Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25), the only difference between the isothermal and 
adiabatic process is the specific heat ratio. Therefore both equations can be expressed as 
follows: 
 
 ሶܲ = ோ்௏ (ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ௜௡ − ߙ௢௨௧ ሶ݉ ௢௨௧) − ߙ
௉
௏
ሶܸ   (4.26)
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where the coefficients of α, αin, αout are estimated based on the actual heat transfer process 
(Richer  and Hurmuzlu, 2000a; 2000b). Al-Ibrahim and Otis (1992) experimentally measured 
the temperature inside the chambers of a pneumatic cylinder during both charging and 
discharging processes. For the charging process, the experimental temperature values were 
close to the theoretical adiabatic curve, while during the discharging process, the measured 
temperature values were closer to the isothermal curve. Therefore for the charging process, 
αin is considered to be close to γ, whereas during the discharging process, a value of ߙ௢௨௧ 
close to 1 is considered. On the other hand, based on Al-Ibrahim and Otis (1992) evaluations, 
for chamber expansion/compression processes caused by the piston movements, the value of 
ߙ is set to be 1.2.  
The first term in Eq.(4.26) accounts for the influence of the input/output air mass flow 
on the chamber pressure, while the second term integrates the moving element effects (such 
as piston or head valve). Section 4.5.1 introduces the mass flow expression, while section 
4.5.2 adapts Eq.(4.26) to the chamber 1 and 2 and to the return air chamber definitions. 
4.5.1 Mass flow rate 
This section introduces the mass flow expressions for flow calculation through fixed 
restrictions (nozzles) or variable restrictions (valves). Since such restrictions produce large 
pressure drops, the flow is considered compressible and turbulent. The mass flow generally 
depends on the downstream-upstream pressure ratio (Pd/Pu). When this pressure ratio reaches 
a critical value Pcr, the conditions are defined as sonic/choked. When the pressure ratio is less 
than Pcr, the flow is supersonic and the mass flow becomes linearly dependent on the 
upstream pressure. Alternatively, when the pressure ratio becomes larger than Pcr, the flow is 
considered as subsonic and the mass flow describes a nonlinear function of both pressures. 
Therefore the mass flow through a restriction of effective area Aeff is expressed as follows, 
 
 ሶ݉ ( ௨ܲ, ௗܲ) =
ܥ௙ܭ ௨ܲܣ௘௙௙ ଵܰଶ
√ܶ  
 
(4.27)
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ଵܰଶ =
ە
ۖۖ
۔
ۖۖ
ۓ 1									 		 ௗܲ
௨ܲ
≤ ௖ܲ௥
ۏ
ێێ
ێ
ۍ( ௗܲ/ ௨ܲ)
ଶ
ఊ − ( ௗܲ/ ௨ܲ)
ఊାଵ
ఊ
ߛ − 1
2 	ቀ
2
ߛ + 1ቁ
ఊାଵ
ఊିଵ
ے
ۑۑ
ۑ
ې
ଵ
ଶ
																							 ௗܲ
௨ܲ
> ௖ܲ௥	ܽ݊݀				 ௗܲ௨ܲ < 1
 
(4.28)
 
where Pu and Pd  are respectively the upstream and downstream pressures, and Cf  is the 
restriction discharge coefficient. Eq.(4.29) gives Pcr	and K factor is defined by Eq. (4.30),  
 
 
௖ܲ௥	 = ൬
2
ߛ + 1൰
ఊ
ఊିଵ
 
 
(4.29)
 
ܭ = ቎ߛܴ ൬
2
ߛ + 1൰
ఊାଵ
ఊିଵ቏
ଵ
ଶ
 
(4.30)
 
4.5.2 Cylinder and return air chambers 
The chamber pressure change rate introduced by Eq.(4.26) requires to be adapted to the 
different chamber configurations. Eqs.(4.31), (4.32) and (4.33) describe the adapted pressure 
change rate for Chamber 1, Chamber 2 and the return air chamber, respectively. 
 
 ሶܲଵ =
ܴܶ
଴ܸଵ + ܣଵݕ௣௥ (ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ( ௘ܲ௫௧, ଵܲ) − ߙ௜௡ܿଵ௧௥ ሶ݉ ( ଵܲ, ௥ܲ)
− ߙ௢௨௧ܿ௘௫ ሶ݉ 	( ଵܲ, ௠ܲ)) − ߙ ଵܲ
ܣଵ
଴ܸଵ + ܣଵݕ௣௥ ݕሶ௣௥ 
ܿଵ௧௥ = ൜
1									ݕ௣௥ > ݕ௥௛		ܽ݊݀		 ଵܲ > ௥ܲ		
0													ݕ௣௥ ≤ ݕ௥௛		݋ݎ		 ଵܲ ≤ ௥ܲ   
ܿ௘௫ = ൜1 (ܮ௛ − ݕ௛௥) < ௛ܻ௘ଵ ܽ݊݀ ଵܲ > ௔ܲ		0 (ܮ௛ − ݕ௛௥) ≥ ௛ܻ௘ଵ ݋ݎ ଵܲ ≤ ௔ܲ   
(4.31)
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ଶܲሶ =
ܴܶ
଴ܸଶ + ܣଶ൫ܮ − ݕ௣௥൯
(ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ଶ) + ߙ ଶܲ
ܣଶ
଴ܸଶ + ܣଶ൫ܮ − ݕ௣௥൯
ݕሶ௣௥ 
ሶ݉ ଶ = ൝
− ሶ݉ 	( ଶܲ, ௥ܲ)				 ଶܲ > ௥ܲ
ሶ݉ 	( ௥ܲ, ଶܲ)							 ଶܲ < ௥ܲ
0																				 ଶܲ = ௥ܲ
 
 
(4.32)
 
௥ܲሶ =
ܴܶ
௥ܸ
(−ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ଶ + ߙ௜௡ܿଵ௧௥ ሶ݉ ( ଵܲ, ௥ܲ)) (4.33)
 
where V01  and V02 are the inactive volumes of chamber no.1 and 2 respectively, ௥ܸ is the 
return air chamber volume, and Pr is the return air chamber absolute pressure. 
The head valve plays a critical role in controlling the input flow from the external 
chamber to chamber no.1. The head valve also controls the output flow from chamber no.1 to 
the atmosphere (during the exhaust process). The valve restriction controls these input and 
output mass flow rates. The following describes the input/output flow through the valve 
restriction. 
4.5.2.1 Input flow 
In order to calculate the mass flow rate entering the cylinder chamber no.1 through the 
head valve, the effective flow area (ܣ௘௙௙), as well as discharge coefficient (ܥ௙) need to be 
determined. Figure 4.4 illustrates the head valve conditions. 
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Figure 4.4 Head valve conditions: (a) Opened, (b) Close 
 
For the cylinder chamber inflows, the head valve can be considered as a conical poppet 
valve. Therefore, the effective flow corresponds to the frustum of a cone with the element L0 
normal to the surface of the valve (Andersen, 2001) (Figure 4.4(a)). Eq.(4.34) gives this 
effective area: 
 ܣ௘ଵ = ߨ ௛ܻ௘ sin ߠ଴(݀௖ − ௛ܻ௘ sin ߠ଴ cos ߠ଴) (4.34)
 
where dc is the chamber no.1 diameter, and θ0 is shown in Figure 4.4. During the head valve 
movement, Yhe = Lh-yhr-Yhe0. Yhe0 is shown in Figure 4.4(b). Ae1 is zero for Yhe ≤ 0. 
The discharge coefficient was evaluated from the data published in Tsai and Cassidy 
(1961) for 45○ conical poppet valves. The data covers the 0.390 to 0.913 pressure ratio range. 
Eq. (4.35) represents a fitted curve to this data, 
 
 ܥ௙ = −0.14 ൬ ௗܲ௨ܲ൰
ଷ
+ 0.49 ൬ ௗܲ
௨ܲ
൰
ଶ
− 0.71 ൬ ௗܲ
௨ܲ
൰ + 1.1 (4.35)
 
For pressure ratios smaller than 0.390, Cf is considered to be constant and equal to Cf  at 
0.390. For pressure ratios greater than 0.913, Cf is considered to be constant and equal to Cf  at 
0.913. 
Having the effective flow area (Ae1) and discharge coefficient (Cf ), the mass flow rate 
entering the cylinder chamber no. 1 through the head valve can be obtained from Eq.(4.27). 
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4.5.2.2 Output flow 
During the exhaust process, the air in chamber no.1 flows out to the atmosphere (Pa), 
passing through two restrictions in series: the head valve restriction with effective flow area 
A1m and the air exhaust holes. These holes have an effective flow area Ama. Figure 4.5 gives a 
schematic description of the restrictions series. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Exhaust restrictions 
 
In a steady state, the mass flow rate through the two restrictions should be equal to 
(Andersen, 2001): 
 
 ܥ௙ܭ ଵܲܣଵ௠ ଵܰ௠
ඥ ଵܶ
= ܥ௙ܭ ௠ܲܣ௠௔ܰ௠௔ඥ ௠ܶ
 
(4.36)
 
Assuming T1=Tm, Eq. (4.36) becomes: 
 
 ଵܲ
௠ܲ ଵܰ௠
= ܥଵ௠ =
ܣ௠௔
ܣଵ௠ ܰ௠௔ 
(4.37)
 
 
Figure 4.6 Head valve geometry  
for output flow 
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where Pm is the air pressure after passing through the head valve restriction, and Ama is the 
total area of the air exhaust holes. As before for Ae1, A1m is taken as the frustum of a cone, 
with L1 normal to the surface of the valve, as shown in Figure 4.6. Eq. (4.38) establishes this 
effective area, 
 
 ܣଵ௠ = ߨ ௣ܻ௦ sin ߠଵ(݀௣௦ + ௣ܻ௦ sin ߠଵ cos ߠଵ) (4.38)
 
where Yps = Yhe1 –(Lh-yhr), and A1m is zero for Yps ≤ 0. 
Coefficients C1m in Eq.(4.39a) and Cma in Eq. (4.39b) are required to calculate Pm, Eqs. 
(4.39) give the coefficients: 
 
 
ܥଵ௠ = ଵܲ௠ܲ ଵܰ௠ =
ۏ
ێێ
ێ
ۍ( ଵܲ/ ௠ܲ)
ఊିଵ
ఊ ൤( ଵܲ/ ௠ܲ)
ఊିଵ
ఊ − 1൨
ߛ − 1
2 	ቀ
2
ߛ + 1ቁ
ఊାଵ
ఊିଵ
ے
ۑۑ
ۑ
ې
ଵ
ଶ
		 
 
(4.39a)
 
ܥ௠௔ = ௠ܲ௔ܲ ܰ௠௔ =
ۏ
ێێ
ێ
ۍ( ௠ܲ/ ௔ܲ)
ఊିଵ
ఊ ൤( ௠ܲ/ ௔ܲ)
ఊିଵ
ఊ − 1൨
ߛ − 1
2 ቀ
2
ߛ + 1ቁ
ఊାଵ
ఊିଵ
ے
ۑۑ
ۑ
ې
ଵ
ଶ
		 
(4.39b)
 
The functions C1m and Cma may be explicitly inverted to obtain the pressure ratios, 
 
 
ଵܲ
௠ܲ
=
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ1
2 + ቎
1
4 +
ߛ − 1
2 ൬
2
ߛ + 1൰
(ఊାଵ)
(ఊିଵ) ܥଵ௠ଶ 	቏
ଵ
ଶ
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
ఊ
(ఊିଵ)
		 
 
(4.40a)
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௠ܲ
௔ܲ
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ۖە
۔
ۖۓ1
2 + ቎
1
4 +
ߛ − 1
2 ൬
2
ߛ + 1൰
(ఊାଵ)
(ఊିଵ) ܥ௠௔ଶ 	቏
ଵ
ଶ
ۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
ఊ
(ఊିଵ)
		 
(4.40b)
 
Using Eq. (4.39b) to replace ܰ௠௔ in Eq. (4.37) yields, 
 
 ܥଵ௠ =
ܣ௠௔
ܣଵ௠ ܥ௠௔
௔ܲ
௠ܲ
 (4.41)
 
The Pm calculation requires an iteration procedure. The procedure presented in 
Andersen (2001) assumes an initial value for Cma, then calculates Lma (=Pm/Pa) with Eq.( 
4.40b) and L1m (=P1/Pm)  with Eqs.( 4.40a) and (4.41), and, finally, compares the product of 
L1m and Lma to the ratio L1a (=P1/Pa). Then the following relation allows evaluating an 
improved value for ܥ௠௔, 
 
 ܥ௠௔ି௡௘௪ = (1 +	
ܮଵ௔/ܮଵ௠ܮ௠௔ − 1
1
1 + ܭ௠௔ + (1 −
1
1 + ܭ௠௔)
1
1 + ܭଵ௠
)ܥ௠௔ (4.42)
 
where kma and k1m are defined as follows, 
 
 ܭ௠௔ = (ఊିଵ)/ଶఊ௅೘ೌ(ംషభ)/ംିଵ −
ଵ
ఊ ,  ܭଵ௠ =
(ఊିଵ)/ଶఊ
௅భ೘(ംషభ)/ംିଵ
− ଵఊ (4.43)
 
The procedure is repeated until the calculated pressure ratio (L1m Lma) reaches L1a 
within a prescribed tolerance. 
The air channel influences the inflows/outflows from/into the head valve chamber and 
the outflow from the external chamber. Section 4.5.3 develops the air channel model. 
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4.5.3 Air channel model 
The air channel connects the head valve to the external chamber and to the atmosphere. 
This channel causes a pressure drop in the steady state air flow between the outlet and inlet 
resulting in a delay.  This delay corresponds to the time required for the acoustic wave to 
travel the entire length of the channel. Some studies (Andersen, 2001; Elmadbouly  and 
Nour, 1994; Hougen et al., 1963; Schuder  and Binder, 1959; Whitmore et al., 1990) 
analyzed flows along the pneumatic lines; most of them assumed fully developed laminar 
flow through the channel.  
Andersen (2001) and Schuder and Binder (1959) derived the two basic flow equations 
for pneumatic line, 
 ߲ ௖ܲ௛
߲ݏ = −
ܴ௖௛
ߩܣ௖௛ ሶ݉ ௖௛ −
1
ܣ௖௛
߲ ሶ݉ ௖௛
߲ݐ  
 
(4.44)
 ߲ ሶ݉ ௖௛
߲ݏ = −
ܣ௖௛
ܿଶ
߲ ௖ܲ௛
߲ݐ  
(4.45)
 
In the equations above, Pch is the pressure along the channel, Rch is the channel 
resistance, Ach is the channel cross sectional area, ṁch is the mass flow through the channel, c 
is the sound speed, and s is the coordinate along the channel. Differentiating Eq. (4.44) with 
respect to the time (t) and Eq. (4.45) with respect to the position (s) yields, 
 
 ߲ଶ ሶ݉ ௖௛
߲ݐଶ − ܿ
ଶ ߲ଶ ሶ݉ ௖௛
߲ݏଶ +
ܴ௖௛
ߩ
߲ ሶ݉ ௖௛
߲ݐ = 0 
(4.46)
This mass flow equation may be solved using the form (Chester, 1970; Richer  and 
Hurmuzlu, 2000a), 
 
 ሶ݉ ௖௛(ݏ, ݐ) = ߶(ݐ)ݒ(ݏ, ݐ) (4.47)
 
where v(s,t) and ϕ(t) are unknown functions. The boundary and initial conditions are, 
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 ݒ(ݏ, 0) = 0, ߲ݒ߲ݐ (ݏ, 0) = 0, ݒ(0, ݐ) = ℎ(ݐ) 
(4.48)
 
These conditions indicate that there is no flow in the channel at t=0.  Moreover, there is 
no reflection from the end, and the flow profile at the inlet is an arbitrary function h(t). 
After manipulations (Chester, 1970; Richer  and Hurmuzlu, 2000a), the mass flow at 
the outlet of the channel (s=Lch) becomes 
 
 
ሶ݉ ௖௛(ܮ௖௛, ݐ) = ൝
0 																							 ݐ < ܮ௖௛/ܿ
߶ℎ ൬ݐ − ܮ௖௛ܿ ൰ ݐ > ܮ௖௛/ܿ
 
(4.49)
 ߶ = ݁ି
ோ೎೓ோ்ଶ௉೎೓೐
௅೎೓௖  
(4.50)
 
where the term ϕ represents the flow attenuation through the length of the channel, Lch is the 
channel length, and Pche is the pressure at the end of the channel. Eq. (4.49) shows that the 
flow at the outlet of the channel is delayed by Lch /c. The pressure drop along the channel is:  
 
 ΔPୡ୦ =
Rୡ୦ܮ௖௛ ሶ݉ ௖௛ܴܶ
	 ௖ܲ௛ܣ௖௛ + ܿ௖௛
௖ܲ௛݃ܮ௖௛
ܴܶ  
ܿ௖௛ = ൜ 1							ݐݎ݅݃݃݁ݎ	ݒ݈ܽݒ݁	ܽܿݐݑܽݐ݁݀−1						ݐݎ݅݃݃݁ݎ	ݒ݈ܽݒ݁	ݎ݈݁݁ܽݏ݁݀ 
 
(4.51)
While the first term in Eq.(4.51) represents the pressure drop caused by the channel 
resistance,  the second term expresses the pressure gradient due to an elevation change. For 
fully developed laminar flow, the channel resistance becomes (Richer  and Hurmuzlu, 
2000a), 
 
 Rୡ୦ =
32ߤ
ܦ௖௛ଶ
 (4.52)
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where μ is the air dynamic viscosity and Dch is the inner diameter of the channel. In the 
present study, we assumed a sinusoidal input flow with 6×10-3 Kg/s amplitude and a 
frequency of 30 Hz. 
4.5.4 Head valve and external chambers 
The time derivatives for the pressure in the external chamber, and head valve chamber 
is given by: 
 
 
௛ܲሶ =
ܴܶ
଴ܸ௛ + ܣ௛ଵݕ௛௥ (ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ௛) − ߙ
௛ܲܣ௛ଵ
଴ܸ௛ + ܣ௛ଵݕ௛௥ ݕሶ௛௥ 
 
 
 
where 
ܿ௧௩ = ൜1					ݐݎ݅݃݃݁ݎ	ݒ݈ܽݒ݁	ݎ݈݁݁ܽݏ݁݀0				ݐݎ݅݃݃݁ݎ	ݒ݈ܽݒ݁	ܽܿݐݑܽݐ݁݀	,	 ሶ݉ ௛ = ቊ
߶௜௡ ሶ݉ഥ( ௘ܲ௫௧, ௛ܲ)							ܿ௧௩ = 1
−߶௢௨௧ ሶ݉ഥ( ௛ܲ, ௔ܲ)						ܿ௧௩ = 0 
 
(4.53)
 ሶܲ௘௫௧ =
ܴܶ
௘ܸ௫௧
(−ߙ௜௡ ሶ݉ ( ௘ܲ௫௧, ଵܲ) − ߙ௜௡ܿ௧௩ ሶ݉ ( ௘ܲ௫௧, ௛ܲ)) (4.54)
 
In the previous equations, Vext represents the external chamber volume, and ϕin and ϕout 
correspond the flow attenuations given by Eq. (4.50). The variables marked by overbars 
represent the values delayed by the channel time delay (Lch /c). Since the nailing device 
trigger is pulled and actuates the trigger valve at t0, in the simulation (see Section 4.7), ctv is 
initially set to zero. 
4.6 System parameters estimation 
A number of the parameters introduced above in the model (such as chamber volumes, 
piston effective areas, piston stroke, etc.) may be evaluated from direct measurements. Some 
other parameters such as the channel resistance may be calculated using available formulas. 
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The following develops specific experiments for the remaining parameters that cannot be 
evaluated from direct measurements or calculations.  
The friction force between the piston and cylinder wall can be written as, 
 
 
ܨ௙௣ = ൞
ܨ௦௙௣ݏ݅݃݊൫ܨ௣ଵ൯	 หݕሶ௣௥ห < 10ି଼ ܽ݊݀ ห ܨ௣ଵห > ܨ௦௙௣
ܨ௣ଵ																						หݕሶ௣௥ห < 10ି଼ ܽ݊݀ ห ܨ௣ଵห ≤ ܨ௦௙௣
൫ܨௗ௙௣ + ߚ௣	หݕሶ௣௥ห൯ݏ݅݃݊൫ݕሶ௣௥൯																		หݕሶ௣௥ห ≥ 10ି଼
 
 
(4.55)
 ܨ௣ଵ = ଵܲܣଵ − ଶܲܣଶ − ௔ܲܣ௥ − ܿ௥ܨ௥−ߚ௕൫ݕሶ௣௥൯ − ݇௕൫ݕ௣௥ + ݕ௕൯
− ݇௪൫ݕ௣ − ݕ௪ − ݈௡ − ݕ௣௕௣൯ + ܯ௧݃ 
(4.56)
 
where Fsfp is the static friction force, Fdfp is the dynamic friction force, and βp is the viscous 
friction coefficient. A series of measures were conducted on a universal testing machine. 
This approach allows measuring the friction force as a function of the piston position inside 
the cylinder. The tests were repeated at constant speeds for piston velocities ranging from 
5E-2 to 8.3 mm/s. As an example, Figure 4.7 shows the friction force measured at a constant 
velocity of 3.3 mm/s. Fsfp represents the average of the maximum force measured over the 
piston velocity range.  To evaluate Fdfp, the static portions of the measurement curves were 
identified based on the maximum force decay, and eliminated from the calculation. In order 
to obtain a unique dynamic friction force evaluation for each speed, the portion 
corresponding to the dynamic force were averaged between the limits illustrated by the 
dashed lines shown in Figure 4.7. Finally, the averaged dynamic force Fdfp is described as a 
function of the piston velocity by a curve fit. 
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Figure 4.7 Ffp versus piston displacement 
 
The friction force between the head valve and cap wall (Ffh) is expressed as follows, 
 
 
ܨ௙௛ = ൞
ܨ௦௙௛ݏ݅݃݊(ܨ௛ଵ) | ݕሶ௛௥| < 10ି଼ ܽ݊݀ | ܨ௛ଵ| > ܨ௦௙௛	
ܨ௛ଵ						 | ݕሶ௛௥| < 10ି଼ ܽ݊݀ | ܨ௛ଵ| ≤ ܨ௦௙௛						
൫ܨௗ௙௛ + ߚ௛ | ݕሶ௛௥|൯ݏ݅݃݊( ݕሶ௛௥) | ݕሶ௛௥| ≥ 10ି଼
					  
(4.57)
 ܨ௛ଵ = ௛ܲܣ௛ଵ − ௘ܲ௫௧ܣ௛ଶ +ܨ௦ − ݇௖(ݕ௛௥ + ݕ௖) + ܯ௛݃ (4.58)
 
where Fsfh is the static friction force, Fdfh is the dynamic friction force, and βh is the viscous 
friction coefficient. The experimental approach described above for Ffp was repeated to 
establish Ffh.  
The stiffness and damping of the piston bumper (kpb and βpb) and stopper (kps and βps) 
were determined through measurement of the displacement transmissibility using the test set-
up recommended in the ISO 18437-5:2011(E) standard (ISO, 2011). 
Ahmadabadi et al. (2015b) presented an empirical model predicting Fr imposed on 
nails when penetrating Plywood panels at quasi-static velocities (velocity range 20 to 500 
mm/min). This study uses the approach put forward in Ahmadabadi et al. (2015b) to develop 
a solid wood empirical model ((Eq. (4.59)). The resulting equation accounts for different nail 
sizes and geometries, and solid wood species. More details about development of solid wood 
PRF model can be found in Appendix I. Eq. (4.59) is integrated in the calculation procedure 
to evaluate Fr during the nail penetration.  
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 ܨ௥ = ܪெ௪݈௡ ൤0.085 + 2.038 (௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛)௟೙ − 12.95 ቀ
௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛
௟೙ ቁ
ଶ +
	46.49 ቀ௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛௟೙ ቁ
ଷ − 	94.97	 ቀ௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛௟೙ ቁ
ସ 	+
	110.18	 ቀ௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛௟೙ ቁ
ହ − 67.56 ቀ௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛௟೙ ቁ
଺ + 16.99 ቀ௬೛ି௬ೢି௬೛್೛௟೙ ቁ
଻ −
122.91 ቀ୪౤ఘೢுಾೢቁ − 1.15(
஽	
௟೙)൨
ଶ
  
(4.59)
 
where D is the nail diameter. The wood hardness modulus (HMw), wood density (ρw), and the 
moisture content of the wood specimens were measured according to the ASTM-
D1037(ASTM, 2012) and ASTM-D4442-07(ASTM, 2007) standards. The present paper only 
considers Pine wood. Table 4-2 shows the values corresponding to this wood type. The 
moisture content shown in Table 4-2 is similar to the conditions encountered in the 
construction industry.  
The compression spring force (Fs) was also measured on the same universal testing 
machine. The force was evaluated as a function of the spring compression. The test speed 
was 1.67E-5 m/s. Eq.(4.60) gives the curve fitted on the measured data. 
 
 ܨ௦ = 4.17 + 	79135.7	ݕ௦ − 7.55E7 ݕ௦2 + 3.56E10 ݕ௦3 − 8.57E12 ݕ௦4 + 1.13E15	ݕ௦5
− 8.28E16	ݕ௦6 	+ 3.14E18 ݕ௦7 − 4.79E19 ݕ௦8 
(4.60)
 
where ys  is the spring displacement, which due to its preload length ( ysp) is given by: 
 
 	ݕ௦ = ܮ௛ − ݕ௛௥ + ݕ௦௣ (4.61)
 
Figure 4.8 shows the experimental data and the curve fitted for Fs.  
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Figure 4.8 Compression spring force. Circles: Experimental data; Solid line: fitted model 
 
Table 4-2 Wood parameter values 
 
 
 
 
 
The contact stiffness khc1, khc2 describe the nailing device cap and cylinder stiffness 
established from the following relation, 
	
 ݇ = ܧ௘ܣ௘ܮ௘  
(4.62)
	
where k, Ee, Ae, and Le are the element stiffness, elastic modulus, cross sectional area and 
length, respectively. The nailing device cap and the cylinder are made of steel and aluminum, 
respectively. Eq.(4.62) was also used to calculate kwsn and kws. For those stiffness (kwsn and 
kws) Ee is the elastic modulus of the pine wood (Green et al., 1999). 
 
Table 4-3 System parameter values 
 
 
 
Parameter value 
HMw (N/mm) 383.64 
ρw (kg/m3) 429.46 
Wood moisture content (%) 5.6 
Parameter value 
ܨ௦௙௣(N) 21.05 
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Table 4-3 (Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally to determine the safety guard spring stiffness, ksg, the spring compression force 
was measured as a function of the displacement. The final spring constant represents an 
average evaluation over the displacement range evaluated. Table 4-3 shows all the 
experimentally measured parameter values. 
4.7 Numerical resolution 
Eqs.(4.1), (4.8), (4.11), (4.14), (4.31)-(4.33), (4.53), and (4.54) describe the complete 
pneumatic nailing device operation. Figure 4.9 describes the solution algorithm, where 
Cond1, Cond2, and Cond3 are expressed as follows, 
 
Parameter value 
ܨௗ௙௣(N) 11.73 
ߚ௣(Ns/mm) 0 
ܨ௦௙௛(N) 26.36 
ܨௗ௙௛(N) 17.68 
ߚ௛(Ns/mm) 0 
݇௣௕(ܰ/݉݉)  9.8E2 
ߚ௣௕(Ns/mm) 0.265 
݇௣௦(ܰ/݉݉) 11.2E2 
ߚ௣௦(Ns/mm) 0.226 
݇௛௖ଵ(N/mm) 1.10E8 
݇௛௖ଶ(N/mm) 2.14E05 
݇௪௦௡(N/mm) 5.1E5 
݇௪௦(N/mm) 5.1E5 
݇௦௚(N/mm) 2.97 
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 ܥ݋݊݀ଵ = ݏ݅݃݊ ቀݕሶ௣(ݐ௜)ቁ + ݏ݅݃݊ ቀݕሶ௣(ݐ௜ିଵ)ቁ 
ܥ݋݊݀ଶ = ݐாே஽ − ݐ௜ 
ܥ݋݊݀ଷ = ݕ௚−ݕ௪ + ݕ௠௦௚ 
(4.63)
 
where ti and ti-1 are the ith and (i-1)th time iteration, and tEnd is the time at the end of the entire 
process. The numerical resolution was performed using ODE15s function of MATLAB. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Algorithm flow chart  
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4.8 Model experimental validation and simulation results 
A series of experiments were conducted on a Bostitch N80 CB-Coil framing nailer to 
validate the developed model. The nailer air pressure was set to 763.2 kPa. These tests 
measured the air pressures in chamber no.1 and in the return chamber from two piezoelectric 
pressure transducers integrated into the nailer. The pressure transducers positions are shown 
in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. The transducer position and installation method were selected 
to avoid perturbing the flow rate and the external chamber volume. The maximum piston 
stroke is 121.25 mm; the chamber no.1 pressure transducer (PT-I) is placed at 50.51 mm 
from the stroke beginning. Figure 4.10 also shows the high speed camera integrated into the 
setup to capture the process motion (10,000 frames/sec). 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Experimental set-up 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Section view of the nailer instrumented  
with pressure transducers 
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Figure 4.12 compares the air pressures predicted by simulation to the experimental air 
pressure measurements (P1 and Pr). The time positions t0 to t18 indicated on the signals 
correspond to the events described in section 4.3. In addition to the simulation time indicators 
identified by an s, the graph also includes the experimental time markers t6, t7, t9, t14 and t15. 
These time positions were identified by means of high speed videos analysis (t6 and t9) or 
from the pressure signals (t7, t14, and t15). 
The precision of the model predictions is established at these four points. Because of its 
position, the transducer PT-I measurement starts at t7. Therefore, in Figure 4.12 the P1 
experimental curve starts at t7 and position t6 is indicated on the Pr curve. 
Before the nail penetration beginning at t6, the model predictions are in good agreement 
with the experimental Pr measurements. Compared to the experimental evaluation, the model 
predicts the t6  position with a precision of 99.9%.  
Between the nail penetration beginning at t6 and the piston return at t14 the measured 
and model-predicted P1 show a visible difference. This difference results from the Fr 
calculation model, which was developed for a speed range lower than the nail penetration 
speed, and consequently affects the nailing device model precision. Nevertheless, the 
predicted and measured t7 positions are in perfect agreement, while the predicted P1 pressure 
at this position shows a correspondence of 94.8% with the experimental measurement. The 
difference between the model predicted measurements show a maximum around ݐଽ, where, 
while the position t9 is around 0.91 time t9s, the model predicted P1 value is 1.25 time the 
measured pressure. In fact, the pressure difference between ݐଽ and ݐଽ௦ affects the predicted 
nail penetration duration. The simulated duration is slightly greater than the real time 
required for a complete nail penetration. In other words, the predicted average penetration 
velocity is under evaluated. The model precision increases around t13s. After the nail 
penetration end or after the influence of Fr, the model precision appears to be better. For 
example, the ratio t14/t14s is 0.96, while the predicted pressure is 0.93 time the measured P1 
value. Finally, at t15, the time ratio t15/t15s is 1.02, while the simulated P1 is 1.1 time the 
measurement.    
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Despite the penetration force approximation, the model-predicted Pr is in excellent 
agreement with the experimental measurements Pr. For instance, at t9, the measured-
predicted Pr ratio is 1.00. The lowest simulation precision occurs between ݐ଼௦ and ݐଽ௦. 
Nevertheless, over this time range, the model precision remains excellent. Close to t16s, the 
pressure inside the return air chamber reaches a practically static condition. Therefore, since 
the pressure transducers added to the nailer are piezoelectric devices and only detect pressure 
variations, after t16 the pressure measurements are not accurate. 
The global model precision may be established by the pressure ratio Pmeasured/Psimulated: 
averaging these ratios at t9, t14 and t15 reveals a correspondence of 0.93 and 0.96 for P1 and 
Pr, respectively.    
 
 
Figure 4.12 Air pressure in chamber no.1 and return air chamber 
 
Figure 4.13 presents the model predictions for the piston displacement (ypr), velocity 
(ẏpr), and acceleration (ÿpr). The end of the nail penetration at t9s is associated with piston-rod 
assembly oscillations triggered by a significant upward force increase imposed on the nailing 
device by the nail head contacting the wood piece. These oscillations result in impact 
between the piston and the bumper visible in the ẏpr response. These oscillations last until 
t11s. Ahmadabadi et al. (2016) indicated that the piston oscillations intensify the nailing 
device body vibrations and generated noise. Between t14s and t16s, the piston upward 
displacement remains smooth, whereas due to the impact between the piston and the piston 
stopper at t16s, the piston-rod assembly starts oscillating again. 
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Figure 4.14 presents the head valve displacement (yhr) and velocity (ẏhr). The graph 
shows that the head valve response includes two impact regions: during its opening phase 
between ݐଵ௦ and ݐ଻௦, and during its closing phase between t12s and t14s. While these 
oscillations demonstrate no noticeable influence on the piston-rod assembly movement, they 
certainly engender vibrations having the potential of generating noises. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Model-predicted piston: (a) velocity and displacement, (b) acceleration. 
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Figure 4.14 Model-predicted head valve velocity and displacement 
 
As described before, the outflows from the fixed and variable restrictions may 
represent strong noise sources, particularly when the flow is in the sonic or supersonic 
condition. Figure 4.15(a) shows the ratio of the ambient pressure to chamber no.1 pressure 
for the duration of the air exhaust process between t13s and t17s. Since Pa/P1 < Pcr (Pcr=0.528 
for air) for most of the exhaust process duration, this figure shows that the flow is mostly 
supersonic. This observation agrees with the finding of Ahmadabadi et al. (2016), which 
identified the air exhaust as the dominant noise source. 
Figure 4.15(b) presents the ratio of chamber no.1 pressure to external chamber pressure 
during the head valve opening period and the open position duration. The graph shows that 
during the first part of the head valve opening phase around t3s and t4s, the flow is supersonic 
(P1/Pext < Pcr), while after this period it remains subsonic. This description also agrees with 
the observations published in Ahmadabadi et al. (2016), where the first part of the valve 
opening phase was associated with a significant contribution of the air exhaust to the 
generated noise, while the head valve opened position was shown to correspond to low noise 
levels. 
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Figure 4.15 Downstream-to-upstream pressure ratio: (a) Pa/P1 , (b) P1/Pext 
 
4.9 Conclusion 
This study developed a mathematical modeling procedure for pneumatic nailing 
devices. The representation integrates all the device operation phases and physical processes 
involved during the nailing operation. The model accounts for the dynamics of the chamber 
pressures, the moving parts, the nonlinear interactions and impacts between various fixed and 
moving components, the nailing device body, and the workpiece. The following system 
parameters were established from experimental measurements and integrated into the 
proposed representation: the friction between moving surfaces; the materials stiffness and 
damping properties; and the spring stiffness. The model also integrates a nonlinear empirical 
formulation to predict the nail penetration resistance force. 
The investigation included a comprehensive experimental validation approach based on 
chamber no.1 pressure and return chamber pressure measurements made on a selected nailer. 
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Compared to the experimental evaluations, the modeling procedure was shown to be 
accurate;  averaging the measured to simulated air pressure ratios established at important 
time positions (Pmeasured/Psimulated) revealed agreement levels of 0.93 and 0.96 for chamber 
no.1 and return chamber predictions, respectively.  
The final model represents a powerful simulation tool for prediction of pneumatic 
nailing devices dynamic response, and would be helpful to evaluate any design 
modifications. 
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 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
High levels of noise emitted by pneumatic nailing devices put construction workers at 
the risk of hearing loss. This health problem comes from the lack of appropriate technology 
such as low noise devices which in turn results from the lack of scientific knowledge about 
designing the reduced noise devices. The present study belongs to a broader investigation 
aiming to reduce noise emissions in pneumatic nailing devices. As the first step toward this 
goal, this study developed the essential tools and knowledge needed to redesign the 
pneumatic nailing device while making the following four contributions: 
(1) Identifying and ranking the noise sources in a pneumatic nailing process; 
(2) Developing an empirical prediction law for nail-wood penetration resistance force at 
quasi-static penetration velocities; 
(3) Designing and fabricating a test machine for conducting nail driving experiments at high 
penetration velocities. 
 (4) Developing a dynamic model of the pneumatic nailing process. 
As the first contribution, Chapter 1(article 1) presented a comprehensive study of the 
noise sources in a pneumatic nailing device process. The analysis identified the physical 
processes involved in the machine operation and provided a detailed separation of the noise 
generation mechanisms in 13 successive time sequences. Ranking of the noise sources 
showed that the workpiece vibrations is the predominant noise source in either case of having 
a realistic test arrangement (worktable setup) or using a sand-filled enclosure around the 
workpiece (sandbox setup). With the worktable setup, the workpiece was the main 
contributor to the total noise, while the air exhaust and machine body were ranked as the 
second and third noise sources, respectively. With the sandbox setup, the workpiece noise 
was reduced, but remained the dominant source with the air exhaust, in equal measure.    
Regardless of the setup, the air exhaust noise remained visible during the whole nailing 
process. The air exhaust dominated the measure before the nail penetration beginning, while 
workpiece vibrations represented the main source during the nail penetration and remained 
dominant until the start of the air exhaust process. Between the end of nail penetration and 
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start of the air exhaust process, the machine body contribution goes over the air exhaust. This 
period of time corresponds to important internal air flows, strong body vibrations, and piston 
oscillations. These vibrations are resulted from the reaction force imposed on the nailing 
device during the nail penetration. By the start of the air exhaust process, the air exhaust 
source preponderates over the two other sources. The analysis in frequency domain showed 
that the air exhaust has a more significant influence below 0.1 kHz. For both workpiece and 
air exhaust sources, the maximum power level appeared at 0.5 kHz. Above 0.1 kHz, the 
machine body contribution only surpassed the air exhaust power level over the 
2.0 5.0kHz f kHz≤ ≤  range. Also, the workpiece contribution surpasses the air exhaust at 
frequencies above 1.0 kHz. 
The limitations of article 1 and future recommendations include:  
• The findings of this article were obtained under the laboratory conditions. To represent 
more realistic conditions, a future study should measure the nailing device noise 
emissions in a construction field as different workers are using the device.  
• Though the worktable setup used for the experiments in this study is a more realistic test 
arrangement compared to the sandbox setup, it does not fully represent the field 
conditions where for instance two pieces of wood are fastened together. In the future, 
this effect should be considered in designing the test setup. 
• This article studied the noise sources in one type and commercial brand of the pneumatic 
nailing device while the contribution of the sources might depend on the type and brand 
of nailing device. As a next step, the contribution of the sources should be compared 
between different commercial types and brands. 
In terms of the second contribution, chapter 2 (article 2) studied the tribo-dynamic 
interactions appearing at the wood-nail interface during fastening, and developed a prediction 
law for the nail penetration resistance force when driven into plywood panels at quasi-static 
velocities.  
The analysis of the tribo-dynamic interactions at the wood-nail interface showed that 
the nails with annularly threaded shank type generate a penetration resistance largely dictated 
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by the deformation-fracture component, while the smooth shank type, and by extension, the 
helically threaded geometry, lead to penetration resistance controlled by the friction. The 
parametric analysis demonstrated that for a quasi- static speed range, penetration velocity 
variations result in inconsequential effects, and could be neglected. Moreover, for softwoods, 
the PRF could be considered as largely determined by the wood hardness.  
The final PRF prediction law was derived from analysis of extensive experiments 
conducted over the parameter space. Model validations demonstrated reliability of 
formulation in predicting the PRF with an overall precision above 89%. 
In developing this law, the penetration velocity factor was considered over a limited 
range (quasi-static). To extend the prediction model, a future study should examine the high 
velocity range.    
Moreover, in future redesign of the nailing device, changing the piston-rod assembly 
mass (or impactor mass) might be one solution to the nailing device noise problem. Though 
varying this mass might affect the PRF profile, the PRF prediction law developed in chapter 
2 does not include the influence of the impactor (or projectile) mass parameter. Therefore, a 
future extension of the PRF model should take into account a wide range of velocities and 
impactor masses. 
Chapter 3 contributed to the above-mentioned extension of the PRF law through design 
and fabrication of an advanced test machine. This machine can be later used to conduct the 
nail penetration tests over a wide range of penetration velocities and impactor masses 
including the nailing device average penetration velocity and piston-rod assembly mass, 
respectively. 
A future study should follow the detailed experimental procedure provided in chapter 3 
and develop the extended PRF law by performing a statistical analysis on the measured data.  
In terms of the fourth contribution, chapter 4 (article 3) developed a detailed model of 
the pneumatic nailing process integrating all the device operation phases composing the 
nailing process. The model accounts for the dynamics of the chamber pressures, the moving 
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parts, the interactions and impacts between the fixed and moving components, and includes 
the nailing device body and workpiece. All the system parameters integrated into the 
proposed model were established from experimental measurements. The model integrated an 
empirical prediction law for nail-solid wood PRF developed following the approach 
introduced in chapter 2. According to the model predictions, the air exhaust flow is in the 
supersonic condition for most of the exhaust process. This agrees with the findings of article 
1 which identified the air exhaust process as one of the major noise generation mechanisms. 
The final representation is validated through a comparison of the predicted piston motion and 
air pressures to experimental measurements. Averaging the measured to simulated air 
pressure ratios established at important time positions shows an agreement level higher than 
93%. 
Arbitrary variation of the PRF profile in the dynamic model indicated a strong 
influence of the PRF on the dynamic model predictions. Thus the above-mentioned future 
extension of the PRF law will improve the dynamic model accuracy.  
Moreover, the simulation model can be further extended to include the acoustic 
radiation from the pneumatic nailing device and the workpiece.  
Overall, this research presented a novel and powerful tool which relates design 
parameters of the nailing device to the sound generation mechanisms. Using this tool, the 
effective design modifications can be first identified through simulation and then 
implemented to develop new types of nailing devices with reduced noise level. This 
technology advancement would improve working conditions in the construction fields.  
 
 
 APPENDIX I 
 
 
 AN EMPIRICAL PREDICTION LAW FOR QUASI-STATIC NAIL-SOLID WOOD 
PENETRATION RESISTANCE  
This appendix gives the unpublished results of the empirical prediction model for nail 
penetration resistance force at quasi-static velocity ranges in the case of solid wood based on 
the same procedure presented in article 2 (chapter 2, section 2.3) in the case of plywood. 
These results were not included in article 2 since the article concentration was on studying 
the influence of complexities involved in plywood (composite wood products) on the PRF. 
Besides article 2 was the first study of its kind to investigate tribo-dynamics of nail-wood 
penetration and the effect of many important parameters (such as nail geometry, size, and 
etc.) on the PRF. Therefore solid wood PRF results were beyond the purpose of article 2 but 
will be presented in future publications. 
This appendix results are used in article 3 (chapter 4) for the development of the nonlinear 
dynamic modeling of pneumatic nailing devices. The study includes three solid wood types: 
(1) Douglas-Fir, (2) Pine, (3) Poplar. Table A I-1 shows the hardness modulus, density, and 
moisture content of the solid woods. The proposed investigation examines three shank types: 
(1) smooth, (2) annularly threaded, and (3) helically threaded. Table A I-2 presents the 
evaluated diameters for each shank type. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the penetration 
velocity has an insignificant influence on the PRF at quasi-static ranges. Therefore here all 
the tests were conducted at 500 mm/min penetration velocity.  
 
Table A I-1 Hardness modulus, density values, and moisture content 
 Douglas-Fir Pine Poplar 
ࡴࡹ(ۼ/ܕܕ)  567.47 383.64 375.35 
࣋(࢑ࢍ/࢓૜)  450 429.46 413.04 
Moisture content (%) 5.6 5.7 5.6 
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Table A I-2 Nail shank types 
Nail penny 
size 
Smooth nails Annularly 
threaded nails 
Helically threaded 
nails 
3d    
4d    
6d    
8d   
10d   
12d    
 
The nail penetration resistance formula (Eq. (4.59)) results from nonlinear regressions fitted 
to the data sets. Table A I-3 presents the statistical measures of the model average 
performances. 
 
Table A I-3 Statistical measures of model average performances 
Descriptors Solid woods model 
R2 91.84% 
SEE 0.01408 
MAE 0.01075 
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